Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Selectboard Meeting Agenda
Monday, February 21, 2022 – 6:00 PM
100 Old School Street, South Londonderry, VT 05155
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Call Meeting to Order
Additions or Deletions to the Agenda
Minutes Approval – Meeting(s) of 2/7/2022
Selectboard Pay Orders
Announcements/Correspondence
Visitors and Concerned Citizens
a. Monthly update – One Londonderry

[1 VSA 312(d)(3)(A)]

7. Town Officials Business
a. Town Treasurer – Year-to-date budget review
b. Planning Commission – Monthly update
8. Transfer Station/Solid Waste Management
a. Updates
9. Roads and Bridges
a. Updates
b. Adopt annual VTrans Certification of Compliance with Town Road & Bridge Standards and
network Inventory
c. Discuss VTrans FY2023 Municipal Highway Grant application
d. Consider application(s) for excess vehicle weight permits
[23 VSA 1400a]
10. Old Business
a. Platt Elevation Project – 4th Extension of Memorandum of Understanding
b. Platt Elevation Project – 4th Extension of Construction Contract
c. Consider sale of Town-owned property – Parcel 110001.000
[24 VSA 1061]
d. Designation of agent and authorization to convey Town-owned property – Parcel 103001.000
e. Consider application of VLCT-PACIF grant
f. Review and discuss proposed FY2023 Budget
g. Discussion of use of funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
h. Executive Session – The negotiating or securing of real estate purchase or lease options, per 1
V.S.A. 313 (a)(2)
i. Consider long-term lease for solar array project on former septage field
11. New Business
a. Proclamation – Londonderry Volunteer Rescue Squad
b. Consider public access and requirement for wearing protective masks at Town Offices
c. Highway Garage lighting improvements – Authorize use of Town Buildings Reserve Fund
d. Executive Session(s) – The appointment or employment or evaluation of a public officer or
employee per 1 V.S.A. 313 (a)(3)
e. Consider employee compensation matter
12. Adjourn
Meeting documents will be available at http://www.londonderryvt.org/town/agendasminutes/
approximately 24 hours before the meeting.
Posted and distributed on February 18, 2022
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DRAFT 1

Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Selectboard
Meeting Minutes
Monday, February 7, 2022
Meeting held remotely via online video with no physical presence
Board Members Present: Vincent Annunziata, Taylor Prouty and James Fleming.
Board Members Absent: Thomas Cavanagh and Melissa Brown
Others in Attendance: Town Officials – Town Administrator Shane O’Keefe, Town Treasurer
Tina Labeau, Planning Commission Chair Sharon Crossman, Tree Warden Kevin Beattie and
Town Health Officer Richard Phelan. Others – Verizon Wireless representatives Brian Sullivan
and Louis Hodgetts.
1. Call meeting to order
Vincent Annunziata, acting as Chair due to the absence of Tom Cavanagh, called the meeting to
order at 6:00 PM.
He noted that in keeping with the recent passing of Senate Bill 222 in response to the continuing
COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting was being held entirely remotely using Zoom meeting
software.
He noted a few matters of meeting process, including that all non-unanimous decisions must be
taken by roll-call vote, and that the Board would be going into executive session at the end of the
meeting.
Each of the Board members then vocally identified themselves.
2. Additions or deletions to the agenda

[1 VSA 312(d)(3)(A)]

O’Keefe noted that several agenda matters should be deleted due to various reasons, including
there only being three members of the Board present.
Taylor Prouty moved to delete from the Roads and Bridges part of the agenda, the
consideration of excess vehicle weight permits, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed
unanimously.
Taylor Prouty moved to delete from the Old Business part of the agenda, the discussion on the
Platt Elevation project, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed unanimously.
Taylor Prouty moved to delete from the New Business part of the agenda, both the executive
session on the appointment or employment or evaluation of a public officer or employee, and
the consideration of employee compensation, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed
unanimously.
3. Minutes Approval – Meeting(s) of 1/24/2022
Jim Fleming moved to approve the minutes of the Selectboard meeting of January 24, 2022,
seconded by Taylor Prouty. The motion passed unanimously.
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4. Selectboard Pay Orders
Jim Fleming moved to approve the pay orders for payroll and accounts payable, seconded by
Taylor Prouty. The motion passed unanimously.
5. Announcements/Correspondence
Shane O’Keefe noted that that a final version of the RSMS paving study has been completed and
is available on the shared drive under Highway Department, and a hardcopy in at the Town
Office for review. Regarding the sealed bid sale for the property at VT Route 11 and Derry
Woods Road, he stated that there is a site visit on 2/10/2022 at 9:00 AM and bids are due on
2/17/2022 at 4:00 PM. O’Keefe mentioned that the Town received a timely Town Meeting
article petition with the required number of signatures for an article proposing $2,500 of funding
for the Flood Brook Athletic Association.
O’Keefe noted correspondence included in the Board’s meeting packet was as follows:
•

An open letter from the Windham County Sheriff on the Office’s policy on fair and impartial
policing, dated 2/2/2022.

•

A notice from VLCT-PACIF, dated 1/24/2022, the Town’s insurer regarding returns of funds
to towns, its grant program, and reimbursement for cybersecurity training.

•

A 1/2022 document from the Vermont Cannabis Control Board providing guidance to
communities working with individuals and businesses seeking to establish a cannabis
business.

•

The 1/2022 Town Bulletin from the Brattleboro Development Credit Corporation.

Tina Labeau mentioned that dog owners can renew dog registrations, and they’re due by
4/1/2022.
6. Visitors and Concerned Citizens
Rich Phelan thanked the Board and Town staff for the great job that they do. He inquired as to
whether a proclamation can me made that recognizes the valuable dedication and outstanding
service of the Londonderry Volunteer Rescue Squad. He also inquired about weekend coverage
of the Windham County Sheriff’s Office, and it was noted by several Board members that they
have noted such patrols, and O’Keefe mentioned that there is State funding for Sunday patrols
while Saturday patrols are increasing with new staffing hires.
Annunziata said that the Board can add the proclamation to the agenda for the next regular
meeting, and Phelan agreed to provide some recommended language for it.
7. Town Officials Business
a. Town Tree Warden – Discuss Emerald Ash Borer
On the matter of property owners taking firewood generated from the removal of ash trees,
Tree Warden Kevin Beattie stated that he has not connected with Green Mountain Power on
its tree cutting efforts in the rights of way but speculated that they’ve done quite a bit of work
already but would be back doing more in the future.
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With GMP cutting he noted that the landowner gets first choice on the wood, and if they’re
not interested GMP contacts Beattie and he advertises its availability on social media. He
confirmed that when the Town fells trees in the right-of-way the wood goes to the abutting
property owner, and that unwanted wood could likewise be advertised for local usage.
Beattie inquired of Taylor Prouty about when the Highway Department would start taking
down trees, and he responded that it’s likely to be summer work this year. He noted that
sometimes unwanted wood is brought back the Town Garage so those interested in it are not
processing it along the roadside. The option of having one or more firewood stations for the
public was briefly discussed
Beattie noted that while an emerald ash borer has been found in Londonderry, he is not aware
of any infected ash trees in the community.
Prouty reminded those attending that funds are being to the Emerald Ash Borer Infestation
Reserve Fund each year to address this matter, and the funds can be used for contracting out
tree removal. He added that a day’s worth of contracted work can cost $2,500. The Town
Meeting warning includes another $3,000 to be added this year.
b. Board of Listers – Annual certificate of no appeals/suits

[32 VSA 4155]

O’Keefe noted that this is an annual action required of the Board, and stated he had received
an email from Town Assessor Jeremiah Sund that there are no appeals pending because of
the actions taken by the listers/assessor for the 2021 Londonderry Grand List.
Taylor Prouty moved that the Board approve and sign the annual Certificate of No Appeal
or Suit Pending, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed unanimously.
8. Transfer Station/Solid Waste Management
a. Updates
Labeau mentioned that the Transfer Station was closed the previous Friday due to inclement
weather.
9. Roads and Bridges
a. Updates
Taylor Prouty noted the following usage for the month of January 2022:
Salt – 275 tons

Sand – 776 yards

Fuel (gallons): Vehicles – 1,750.6, Town Office Generator – 0, Transfer Station – 38
He mentioned that there was an issue with the loader such that it could not lift salt and sand,
and has been brought to Hunter Excavation to look it over for repairs. And Chaves
Excavation has loaned the Town a replacement unit for this purpose, the agreement for which
is yet to be determined.
Beattie applauded and thanked both Hunter Excavation and David Chaves Excavating for
their willingness to step up and assist the Town in its time of need, not just this time but in
others over the years. All in attendance agreed with this sentiment.
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Ongoing home renovation work along Old School Street has caused some water runoff
freezing over the road, Prouty noted, and the property owner has hired Hunter Excavation to
keep the road surface clear A longer-term fix will be needed, he added. O’Keefe stressed that
the property owner is obligated to do this work, which should be engineered, and is
responsible for any damage. Prouty spoke of possible remedial actions during warmer
weather such as using the drop inlet in the library parking lot or running a culvert across the
road. Prouty also expressed an interest in looking at the entire length of the road, and
mentioned that there already is a culvert above the property being renovated. O’Keefe noted
that the renovations exposed a spring and the two driveways have been altered have
combined to create the drainage problem. Prouty mentioned that the property owner has been
cooperative and will be pursuing both immediate fixes and a long-term engineering solution.
10. Old Business
a. Review and discuss proposed FY2023 Budget
O’Keefe reviewed with the Board several recommended adjustments for the FY2023 budget.
First was an adjustment to compensation budget lines for the Town Administrator, Zoning
Administrator, Town Assessor and Recycling Coordinator to reflect the same year-over-year
5% cost-of-living increase as all other Town employees. The second adjustment was to add a
new part-time position that would be responsible for taking minutes for various boards,
commission and committees. He stated that he did not believe it to be efficient use of Town
resources for the Town Administrator to be writing the minutes of the Selectboard, and that
the new position would create better efficiency and consistency for all of the volunteer public
bodies. To pay for this he recommended using the funds budgeted for the Conservation
Commission administrative assistant and newly proposed Planning Commission
administrative assistant. O’Keefe noted that he had contacted PC Chair Sharon Crossman and
LCC Chair Irwin Kuperberg about this proposal, and mentioned that Kuperberg had
expressed disagreement with the proposal noting that tasks other than just the minutes were
handled by the assistant.
Crossman stated that the Planning Commission has not discussed this budget adjustment as
of yet and would do so at its next meeting. She noted that the Commission in requesting its
new assistant position expects the person to do more than just minutes.
Annunziata stated that this should be addressed at the next regular meeting when the full
Board is expected to be present.
b. Review draft Town Meeting Warning
O’Keefe reiterated that a petition seeking to raise $2,500 for the Flood Brook Athletic
Association has been received and he pointed to the following article having been added to
the draft warning:
Article 10
Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to support
the Flood Brook Athletic Association?
[By petition]
He also pointed out that, based on the discussion at the previous meeting, he had drafted an
article establishing the American Rescue Plan Act Reserve Fund as follows:
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Article 18
Shall the Town establish, pursuant to 24 V.S.A. 2804(a), a reserve fund to
be named “The American Rescue Plan Act Reserve Fund”, the purpose of which is to
allow for segregation of Town revenue and expenses related to the Coronavirus State and
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds established under the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021,
also known as ARPA? Such fund may receive income only from funds distributed by the
State of Vermont and/or by the federal government in furtherance of the Town’s
participation in ARPA, and expenses from the fund shall only be for purposes permitted
under ARPA as determined by the Londonderry Selectboard. Such fund shall expire on
June 30, 2030.
He mentioned that he had sent the proposed article to the Vermont League of Cities and
Towns for an opinion, and that it may be altered based on that review.
Regarding the Community Economic Improvement Reserve Fund, which was also discussed
at the previous meeting, he included some qualifying language to the article raising the funds,
as follows:
Article 19
Shall the Town amend the Community Economic Improvement Reserve
Fund to allow it to receive appropriations as voted by Town Meeting vote in addition to
receiving funds from grants, gifts, or donations from any source and through accrued
interest?
Article 20
Shall the Town vote to raise an appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be
deposited in the Community Economic Improvement Reserve Fund? This Article shall
only be considered if Article 19 passes.
This should be reviewed by the Town Moderator and the Town Attorney.
O’Keefe also mentioned that there may be an article on the Williams Dam depending on the
timing of the evaluative engineering report.
Annunziata inquired whether he article on the Manchester Recreation Center was necessary,
and he was reminded that the Board voted previously to include it. There was further
discussion on this non-binding article.
c. Discuss Town Office repairs
O’Keefe presented and the Board reviewed a scope of work for repairs to the side entrance
area of the Town Treasurer and Town Clerk’s office prepared by engineer Chris Cole. New
roofing, new insulation, a new door and significant sill work was required, and O’Keefe
stated that he hoped to put this out to bid now to try and get the work completed over the
summer and with as little disturbance to office operations as possible. The project would be
paid for through the Town Buildings Reserve Fund unless other funding sources can be
found. There is no estimate of cost due to the uncertainty with the extent of sill repairs.
Taylor Prouty moved to accept the scope of work for the Town Office side entrance
renovations, and authorize the Town Administrator to take all necessary steps to solicit
bids for review by the Board, seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed unanimously.
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d. Discussion of use of funds from the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
The Board reviewed a listing of all ARPA requests received to date. Annunziata noted that
the funds requests have slowed and he brought up timing of when funds would be dispersed.
He mentioned that the requests must be vetted to ensure that they are eligible expenses.
O’Keefe mentioned that the Vermont League of Cities and Towns has recommended that
towns put fund disbursement decisions on hold pending new Vermont guidance on recently
issued rules issued by the U.S. Department of Treasury.
O’Keefe suggested Town projects that address stormwater management may now be eligible
for ARPA funding, and suggested consideration of the replacement of the large culvert on
Spring Hill Road.
Crossman stated that the Planning Commission may be submitting one or more funding
requests.
Prouty brought up the timeline for decision-making and thought that the Board may want to
briefly discuss ARPA at Town Meeting, but that action would follow the Town Meeting in
case other request come through.
11. New Business
a. Consideration of application for communications tower on land of Ski Magic, LLC
Attorney Brian Sullivan discussed with the Board the proposed application for a new
telecommunications tower at the Magic Mountain base area, for which a 60-day notice of
intent to file the application with the Vermont Public Utilities Commission (PUC) was
distributed to parties. The tower is proposed to be 78 feet in height with base facilities
behind the existing maintenance building and generators, and would provide service to the
base area and trailside condominiums. He noted that service from the towers at the top of the
mountain do not provide adequate service at its base, thus the need for the new tower.
Engineer Louis Hodgetts described various siting matters and reviewed with he Board the
plans for the facility. It was noted that the State Department of Environmental Conservation
asked that the location be moved from Verizon’s initial desired location due to possible
riparian impacts.
Visibility of base equipment and the tower itself were discussed at length. Proposed signal
coverage was discussed but it was not depicted on the plans, but would be in the application
to be submitted.
Sullivan offered that municipal rescue services can work with Verizon to place facilities on
the tower at no rental or installation cost, but would not cover the equipment cost. Phelan
suggested that a second repeater for emergency services would be helpful and asked that it
could be included. Beattie suggested that the best position for a repeater would be on the top
of the mountain, and it would need to be requested and purchased by Southwestern New
Hampshire District Fire Mutual Aid.
Sullivan noted there has been some concerns expressed by residents of trailside
condominiums, and Hodgetts noted that the tower would only be visible by three units.
Sullivan noted that the tower would be 4’ to 6’ in diameter at the base and approximately 2’at
the top, with 12’ antenna mounts.
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Sullivan mentioned that he would be meeting with the Planning Commission the following
Monday to make a similar presentation. The Selectboard and the Planning Commission each
have party status once the application is filed with the PUC, which Sullivan stated would not
be filed until after the Planning Commission discussion and once an updated abutters list can
be generated.
O’Keefe suggested that Board members Town Cavanagh and Melissa Brown could attend the
Planning Commission to view the presentation on this project, and that the Board could take
this up again once the application is filed. The Board members concurred with this process.
b. 2nd Class Liquor License – Derry Downtown, Limited, DBA Derry Downtown,
Limited
The Board reviewed and discussed an application for a liquor license.
Taylor Prouty moved to approve a 2nd Class Liquor License for Derry Downtown, Limited,
doing business as Derry Downtown, Limited, related to property located at 2116 North
Main Street (VT Route 11), seconded by Jim Fleming. The motion passed unanimously.
c. Consider application of VLCT-PACIF grant
O’Keefe noted that the Town is eligible for up to $6,000 of funding, without a local match,
from the VLCT-PACIF for employee health and safety such as equipment purchases or
facility improvements that significantly reduce the potential for future insurance claims. The
Board reviewed program eligibility criteria and considered lists of both eligible and ineligible
expense requests. O’Keefe suggested that the departmental areas of the greatest value for this
funding resource would include the Highway Department and the Transfer Station.
It was agreed to hold off on a decision on this matter until the next regular meeting to give
staff and Board members an opportunity to consider proposals and for there to be a full
Board in attendance.
12. Adjourn
Jim Fleming moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Taylor. The motion passed
unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 7:34 PM. The next regular meeting of the Selectboard is scheduled for
February 21, 2022.
Respectfully Submitted,
Shane P. O’Keefe
Town Administrator

Approved February 21, 2022.
LONDONDERRY SELECTBOARD

____________________________
Thomas Cavanagh, Chair
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7.a.1

TOWN OF LONDONDERRY
BALANCE SHEET
YEAR ENDED 06/30/2022
ASSET
TD BANK ACCOUNT
TD BANK Tax Escrow
Due From Other Funds
Health Savings Account
TD BANK DISBURSEMENT ACCT
Accounts Receivable
Total Asset
LIABILITY
Sales/Use Tax Payable
Accounts Payable
Prepaid Taxes
Payroll Taxes payable
MARRIAGE LICENSE PAYABLE
DOG LICENSE PAYABLE
SALT/SAND SHED LOAN
DUE TO EDUCATION

1/31/2022
2,090,457.32
162.36
(311,483.53)
4,875.00
21,012.61
1,805,023.76
(0.13)
1,163.55
16,614.58

Total Liability
Last year Fund Balance
Current year Fund Balance
Total Liability and Fund Balance

410.00
439.00
65,906.96
566,658.94
651,192.90
361,931.10
791,899.76
1,805,023.76

Other Funds Included in TD Bank Balance Above
Highway Equipment Fund (TD Bank)
Reappraisal Fund (TD Bank)
Restoration Fund Balance (TD Bank)
Town Buildings Reserve Fund (TD Bank)
Emerald Ash Borer Fund
ARPA Funds
Steve Prouty Tree Memorial

95,275.99
86,773.51
23,003.83
107,214.37
3,000.00
247,570.34
450.00

Subtotal Included in TD Bank Balance Above

563,288.04

Other Funds Held in TD Escrow Account
Riverside Park Fund(TD Bank Escrow Account)
Pingree Park Fund (TD Bank Escrow Account)
Cemetery Funds (TD Bank Escrow Account)
Platt Elevation Project Escrow (TD Bank Escrow Acct.)
Memorial Park Funds (TD Bank Escrow Account)
Subtotal TD Escrow Account
Other Funds
Timber Sale Fund (Peoples)
Mad King Quarry Escrow Account (Peoples)
Trustees of Public Funds (Town Funds & Cemetery)

78,666.58
5,925.74
1,239.77
37,721.83
123,553.92
22,168.14
11,117.56
8,938,425.11

Restricted Converservation Funds in HFCUVT
Conservation Comm Primary Share 01
Conservation Comm MM Share 30
Conservation Comm CD Share 50
Conservation Comm CD Share 51
Subtotal Conservation Commission Accounts

1,363.32
1,851.72
2,824.93
6,463.17
12,503.14

Subtotal Other Funds & Conservation Comm.

8,971,710.81

Total Other Funds

1 of 11

9,534,998.85
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Cash Receipts
Taxes:
Property Taxes Raised (Current & Delinquent)
Late Homestead Penalty
Delinquent Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties on Delinquent Taxes
Education Billing Fee Retained
Current Use
CT River Tax Losses
Total Taxes:
Licenses & Fees:
Recording Fees
Dog Licenses
Marriage Licenses
Liquor Licenses
Vendor Licenses
Zoning Permits & Applications
Truck Permits
Clerk Fees
Other Fees
Total Licenses & Fees:
Transfer Station/Recycling:
Town of Landgrove
Town of Peru
Town of Weston
Town of Windham
Hazardous Waste
Sale of Recyclables
Transfer Station Fees (PAYT)
Compost Buckets
Annual Stickers
Transfer Station Grants
Total Transfer Station/Recycling:
Other Revenues:
Investment Income
Highway State Aid
Highway Supplement - COVID
Highway Grant
PILOT
Judicial
Collins Fund
South Londonderry Street Lights
Londonderry Street Lights
Lease Land
Town Hall Restoration Grant
Municipal Planning Grant Income
Miscellaneous(Including Auction Money)
Bottle Return Donations
Total Other Revenues:
Total Cash Receipts

7.a.2

2 of 11

1,722,650
-

FY22 Actuals

45,000
30,000
13,000
60,000
2,341
1,872,991

1,264,985.46
427,237.89
18,840.15
31,323.44
65,125.00
1,807,511.94

18,500
1,500
150
1,300
25
3,000
200
5,500
200
30,375

23,894.50
528.00
120.00
185.00
2,635.00
10.00
4,130.20
101.50
31,604.20

21,064
33,694
46,346
23,173
300
6,000
240,000
100
10,000
8,000
388,677

19,884.03
31,773.44
43,662.86
21,933.93
550.00
2,674.65
145,660.00
205.67
4,490.00
8,909.75
279,744.33

1,300
111,000

752.79
86,793.82
9,606.12
10,973.41
13,493.40
11,193.50
3,155.38
6,562.67
5,117.31
65.74
10,000.00
23,400.00
15,959.40
3,012.40
200,085.94
2,318,946.41

15,300
2,000
3,400
6,500
5,000
69
22,000
2,000
168,569
2,460,612

Page
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Cash Disbursements
Salaries:
Town Administrator
Town Clerk
Assistant Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Listers
Town Assessor
Delinquent Tax Collector
Selectboard Stipends
Ballot Clerks
Animal Control Officer
Records Digitization (Grant Reimbursable)
Total Salaries:
Benefits Administration - FICA/MEDI
Town Administrator
Town Clerk
Assistant Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Listers
Town Assessor
Delinquent Tax Collector
Selectboard Stipends
Ballot Clerks
Records Digitization (Grant Reimbursable)
Benefits Administration - FICA/MEDI
Benefits Administration - VT Municipal Retirement
Town Administrator
Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Benefits Administration - Retirement
Benefits - Health Insurance
Administration Health Insurance
Health Insurance Stipend
Administration HRA
Total Benefits - Health
Benefits - Workers Comp/Life & Disability Insurance
Administration Workers Comp
Administration Life & Disability Insurance
Total Benefits - Workers Comp

7.a.3

Travel and Training
Town Administrator
Town Clerk
Assistant Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Listers
Selectboard
Total Travel and Training

3 of 11

FY22 Actuals

59,000
38,290
12,500
35,000
15,000
55,000
10,000
6,300
1,000
4,000
236,090

34,615.27
22,090.35
7,507.50
20,192.25
1,983.46
34,375.05
10,604.10
3,171.88
314.70
134,854.56

4,514
2,929
956
2,678
1,148
4,208
765
482
77
17,755

2,648.10
1,689.90
574.29
1,549.38
151.73
2,629.65
811.23
24.09
10,078.37

5,900
1,819
1,663
9,381

3,461.54
1,058.75
1,593.28
6,113.57

60,000
5,000
3,500
68,500

31,867.27
3,758.90
35,626.17

750
576
1,326

2,675.37
2,675.37

800
500
350
600
1,500
150
3,900

613.00
294.90
294.90
294.90
1,061.92
2,559.62
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Office Expenses
Professional Auditors
Election Expense
Legal Expenses
Advertising
Office Supplies
Town Report Printing & Postage
Postage and Mailing
Recording Supplies
Town Mapping
Property Record Card Online
Total Office Expenses
Computer/Copier
Website
Copier
Software and Support
Computer Equipment
Total Computer/Copier
Other Administrative Expenses
IDS Dog Tags
Windham County Tax
VLCT Dues
WRC Dues
Credit Card Expenses
Legal Service - Tax Sale
Misc. Administrative
Total Other Administrative Expenses
Planning Commission
Planning Commissioners Stipends
Planning Commission Training & Education
Water Supply and Wastewater Planning
Village Center Designation
Town Land Utilization Project
"After the Flood" Planning/Grant Match
Communications
Municipal Planning Grant Expense
Town Plan/Zoning Bylaw Implementation
Total Planning Commission
Development Review Board
DRB Stipends
Zoning Administrator Salary
Zoning Administrator FICA/MEDI
Zoning Administrator Workers Comp
Hearing Notices/Advertising
Printing
Travel & Training
Miscellaneous
Total Development Review Board
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FY22 Actuals

8,600
1,500
8,000
2,000
4,000
3,300
3,000
1,000
1,800
500
33,700

8,800.00
31.98
2,613.55
1,978.46
1,513.93
529.99
2,348.10
1,200.00
2,603.17
21,619.18

4,000
3,700
11,000
4,000
22,700

30.00
2,411.27
11,106.73
1,954.07
15,502.07

150
36,000
3,400
4,200
500
400
750
45,400

138.68
36,802.00
3,271.00
4,088.97
77.00
1,184.00
45,561.65

4,200
420
100
200
500
2,000
1,300
24,200
1,000
33,920

3,600.00
80.00
9,600.00
16,910.52
30,190.52

4,200
25,000
1,913
54
1,000
50
400
250
32,867

3,600.00
10,175.00
778.39
308.00
403.10
15,264.49
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

FY22 Actuals

Electricity
Street Lights - S. Londonderry
Street Lights - Londonderry
Town Office
Town Garage
Town Hall
Salt/Sand Shed - Prouty Property
Total Electricity

6,500
5,100
3,000
2,500
900
700
18,700

3,929.50
3,016.08
1,496.43
1,227.19
313.52
156.82
10,139.54

Town Office
Repairs and Maintenance
Cleaning
Town Office Supplies
Fuel
Locks and Security
Internet
Telephone System
Total Town Office

5,000
6,240
750
2,500
600
1,200
2,200
18,490

4,610.40
3,480.00
850.92
1,429.25
360.00
1,344.67
480.00
12,555.24

Town Garages
Repairs and Maintenance
Telephone & Internet
Fuel
Total Town Garages

3,000
1,260
2,000
6,260

2,157.98
668.65
1,164.26
3,990.89

Town Hall
Repairs and Maintenance
Telephone
Fuel
Total Town Hall

2,000
600
500
3,100

1,431.78
397.89
312.76
2,142.43
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Transfer Station
Wages
FICA/MEDI
Vt Municipal Retirement
Health Insurance
HRA
Workers Comp Insurance & Life and Disability
Transfer Station Administration
Uniforms
Repairs and Maintenance
Electric Upgrade/Equipment
Portable Toilets
Telephone
Electricity
Fuel
Supplies and Misc.
Yard Maintenance
Printing
Advertising
Contracted Hauling Fees
Backhoe Repairs
Vehicle Insurance
Total Transfer Station
Recycling
Wages
FICA/MEDI
Vt Municipal Retirement
Health Insurance
HRA
Workers Comp Insurance & Life and Disability
Uniforms
Supplies
Buckets
Organics
Recycle Hauling
Advertising
Educational Publications
Total Recycling
Hazardous Waste
Wages
FICA/MEDI
Workers Comp Insurance
Travel & Training
Advertising
Supplies
Contractor
Membership Dues
Misc.
Total Hazardous Waste
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FY22 Actuals

45,000
3,443
2,138
12,000
1,500
4,500
5,383
250
7,300
11,000
1,800
1,200
2,300
800
1,000
6,500
1,400
250
195,000
4,000
700
307,463

26,243.00
2,207.42
1,021.54
6,466.95
874.17
2,884.50
1,181.36
630.00
397.68
912.09
6,947.28
1,300.00
250.00
112,211.08
2,495.61
166,022.68

47,000
3,596
2,233
12,000
1,500
4,700
250
600
500
8,000
50,000
400
1,500
132,278

23,216.00
1,723.69
1,132.48
6,257.86
494.35
247.83
5,186.76
39,917.58
499.87
78,676.42

13,000
995
1,245
2,000
800
200
23,000
800
42,040

5,659.50
432.95
300.00
34.80
595.83
23,674.10
98.61
30,795.79
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Septage Spreading
Septage Testing Services
Septage Fields Haying
Total Septage Spreading
Town Parks
Grounds Maintenance
FICA/MEDI
Outside Services Lawn Maintenance/Plowing
Electricity
Maintenance (other)
Portable Toilets
Total Town Parks
Insurance
Liability
Property
Bond
Workers Comp
Unemployment
Employment Practices Liability
Total Insurance
Debt Service
2020 International Installment (ends fy 2024)
JCB Hydrodig Installment (ends fy 2022)
2018 International Installment (ends fy 2023)
Salt & Sand Shed Installment (ends fy 2023)
Interest on 2020 International
Interest on Hydrodig
Interest on International
Interest on Salt/Sand Shed
Total Debt Service
Total Dispatching
Conservation Commission
Salaries
FICA/MEDI
Workers Comp
Expense Reimbursement
Association of Vermont Conservation
Water Testing
Public Meeting Costs
Mail Campaign
Conservation Projects
Total Conservation Commission

4,000
1,000
5,000

4,999.68
4,999.68

10,000
765
5,000
1,600
12,000
3,000
32,365

757.50
57.94
1,665.00
1,789.52
11,999.16
2,890.00
19,159.12

7,000
14,000
3,200
1,000
700
4,500
30,400

26,465.50
15,468.00
756.00
42,689.50

28,706
39,465
28,662
32,614
3,628
1,775
2,676
666
138,192

28,705.90
29,527.82
32,627.20
3,627.94
1,810.41
1,318.14
97,617.41

34,000
1,200
92
4
550
250
500
3,000
200
500
6,296
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FY22 Actuals

80.00
6.12
15.00
1,108.50
1,209.62
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Summer Roads
Wages
FICA/MEDI
Vt Municipal Retirement
Health Insurance
HRA
Workers Comp Insurance & Life and Disability
Uniforms
Total Summer Roads
Summer Highway Equipment Maint
Tires
Highway Equipment Maint.
Trucking
Vehicle Insurance
Total Summer Highway Equipment Maint
Summer Highway Construction
Signs/Cones
Tree Removal
Bridge/Guardrails
Paving
Operating Supplies
Fuel
Gravel
Calcium Chloride
Equipment Purchase
Culverts
Better Roads Grant Expense
Highway Repairs (Storm Related)
Total summer Highway Construction
Winter Roads
Wages
Overtime
FICA/MEDI
Vt Municipal Retirement
Health Insurance
HRA
Workers Comp Insurance & Life and Disability
Uniforms
Total Winter Roads
Winter Highway Equipment Maint
Tires
Highway Equipment Maint.
Tire Chains
Vehicle Insurance
Total Winter Highway Equipment Maint
Winter Highway Construction
Operating Supplies
Fuel
Salt
Winter Sand
Total Winter Highway Construction
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FY22 Actuals

81,000
6,197
3,848
42,000
5,000
6,150
2,000
146,194

38,346.63
2,933.53
1,817.48
14,776.32
769.10
1,129.74
59,772.80

1,000
30,000
4,255
35,255

9,914.32
9,622.13
19,536.45

4,000
2,500
500
200,000
2,500
15,000
40,000
15,000
3,500
2,000
285,000

3,003.30
12,400.00
1,276.03
192,782.74
3,703.38
1,566.90
18,519.40
9,512.00
3,824.54
2,075.50
248,663.79

59,000
16,000
5,738
3,563
30,000
5,000
4,300
1,400
125,000

32,066.50
5,857.50
2,901.19
1,805.38
12,385.10
297.16
1,131.47
56,444.30

2,000
20,000
5,000
3,039
30,039

3,842.20
21,324.13
9,273.42
104.00
34,543.75

3,500
22,000
100,000
45,000
170,500

4,122.21
20,758.11
89,531.20
59,466.00
173,877.52
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Energy Coordinator
Outreach Projects
Total Energy Coordinator

500
500

Emergency Management
Emergency Management
Hazard Mitigation Plan Update Grant Match
Mighty Londonderry
Total Emergency Management
Total Beautification Committee
Total Budgeted Expenses
Excess/(Defiency) of Cash Receipts over Cash
Disbursements/ (TAXES NEEDED TO BE RAISED
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FY22 Actuals

-

500
2,500
500
3,500
3,150
2,079,259.84

11,274.50
11,274.50
633.49
1,394,790.49

381,352

924,155.92
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TOWN OF LONDONDERRY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FY22 Budget

Account Name

Law Enforcement Budget
Appropriations
American Red Cross
Champion Fire Company #5
Flood Brook Athletic Association
Friends of the West River Trail
Grace Cottage Foundation
Greater Northshire Access TV
Green Mountain RSVP
Green Up Vermont
Healthcare & Rehabilitation Services
Londonderry 4th of July
Londonderry Conservation Fund
Londonderry Historical Society
Londonderry Volunteer Rescue Squad
Mountain Valley Health Council
West River Montessori School
SVEDS
Senior Solutions
SEVCA
Pingree Park Pump Track
Phoenix Fire Company #6
Southeast VT Watershed Alliance
The Collaborative
The Current
Valley Cares
Visting Nurse Association
Vermont Rural Fire Protection
Windham County Historical Society
Windham County Humane Society
Windham County Youth Services
Womans Freedom Center
South Londonderry Library
Neighborhood Connections
My Community Nurse Program
Total Appropriations
Williams Dam Engineering
Emerald Ash Borer Removal Reserve Fund
Transfer to Highway Equipment Fund
Transfer to Infrastructure Fund
Total Cash Disbursements
Disbursements
Taxes Needed to Balance with Appropriations
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45,000

20,000
1,500
500
750
1,000
415
100
1,513
500
500
10,000
5,000
3,000
5,307
850
1,700
20,000
260
1,000
2,742
7,000
100

$
$

315
800
10,000
6,000
2,500
103,352
50,000
3,000
100,000
80,000
2,460,612
(0)
(0)

FY22 Actuals

27,745.16
20,000.00
1,500.00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
415.00
100.00
1,513.00
500.00
500.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
5,307.00
850.00
1,700.00
20,000.00
260.00
1,000.00
2,742.00
7,000.00
100.00
315.00
800.00
10,000.00
6,000.00
2,500.00
103,352.00
1,525,887.65
793,058.76
793,058.76
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Period Ending January 31, 2022

7.a.4
Town of Londonderry - General Fund Budget Summary
FY22 Approved
FY22 Budget
Budget
Actual
Account Name

Budgeted Cash Receipts
Taxes
Licenses & Fees
Transfer Station/Recycling
Other Revenues
Prior Year Surplus (Deficit)
Total Budgeted Cash Receipts
Budgeted Cash Disbursements
Admin Salaries
Admin Benefits
Admin Office Expenses
Admin Other Expenses
Planning Commission
Development Review Board
Electricity
Town Buildings
Transfer Station
Recycling
Hazardous Waste
Septage
Town Parks
Insurance
Debt Service
Dispatching
Conservation Commission
Summer Roads
Winter Roads
Energy Coordinator
Emergency Management
Beautification Committee
Total Budgeted Cash Disbursements
Excess/(Defiency) of Cash Receipts over Cash
Disbursements/ (TAXES NEEDED TO BE
RAISED BEFORE APPROPRIATIONS

Appropriations Voted Separately
State Police Patrol
Appropriations
Highway Equipment Fund
Infrastructure Fund
Williams Dam Engineering
Total Appropriations Voted Separately
Grant Expenses
Emerald Ash Borer Removal Reserve Fund
Total Cash Disbursements
Excess/(Defiency) of Cash Receipts over Cash
Disbursements/ (TAXES NEEDED TO BE
RAISED WITH APPROPRIATIONS

Percent Change
from Prior Year

1,872,991
30,375
388,677
168,569
2,460,612

1,807,512
31,604
279,744
200,086
2,318,946

97%
104%
72%
119%

236,090
100,862
56,400
45,400
33,920
32,867
18,700
27,850
307,463
132,278
42,040
5,000
32,365
30,400
138,192
34,000
6,296
466,449
325,539
500
3,500
3,150
2,079,260

134,855
57,053
37,121
45,562
30,191
15,264
10,140
18,689
166,023
78,676
30,796
5,000
19,159
42,690
97,617
1,210
327,973
264,866
11,275
633
1,394,790

57%
57%
66%
100%
89%
46%
54%
67%
54%
59%
73%
100%
59%
140%
71%
0%
19%
70%
81%
0%
322%
20%
67%

381,352

924,156

242%

45,000
103,352
100,000
80,000
50,000
378,352
3,000
2,460,612

27,745
103,352
131,097
1,525,888

62%
100%
0%
0%
0%
35%
-

(0)

793,059

11 of 11

94%
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9.b.1
State of Vermont
Highway Division
Maintenance & Operations - District 2
870 US Route 5 - Dummerston, VT 05301
vtrans.vermont.gov

Agency of Transportation
[phone]
[fax]
[ttd]

802-254-5011
802-251-2000
800-253-0191

February 1, 2022
Dear Town Official,
We are preparing to accept applications for the Town Highway Structures Grant program and the Town
Highway Class II Roadway program. Enclosed you will find an application form for these programs as well as
a TA-60 Annual Town Financial Plan and a Certificate of Compliance.
TA-60 Annual Town Financial Plan
The Annual Financial plan must be filled out and returned to this office within 60 days of the approval
of the municipal budget in accordance with Title 19 VSA Section 306(e). VTrans will not approve any grant
application without a completed TA-60. We would like the opportunity to meet with you to assist in completing
or reviewing your TA-60 and discuss any issues or concerns you may have. The mileage for State fund amounts
is estimated based on last year’s appropriation. At this time, we will use those rates to estimate the Town’s
Annual Plan for CY 22/ FY 23.
Certificate of Compliance
VTrans, the Agency of Natural Resources, and the Vermont League of Cities and Towns worked
together to update the Town Road and Bridge Standards per the requirements of Act 110 of the 2010 legislative
session. In order for Towns to be eligible to receive an additional 10% State share on Class II and Structure
Grants, Towns must submit a Certificate of Compliance on an annual basis. This form states that the Town’s
adopted standards meet or exceed the minimum requirements in the June 5, 2019 Town Road and Bridge
Standards VTrans template. The Town does not need to provide a copy of their standards unless changes have
been made since they adopted the new standards.
Grant Instructions
The 2-page grant application (TH Grant Program Application FY23) can be used to apply for a grant
under the Structures or the Class II programs. Please complete all sections of the application except for the part
filled in by VTrans staff. In order for an application to be considered complete, a current Annual Financial Plan
and Certificate of Compliance must be on file with the District. We are requesting that all applications be
received in our office no later than April 15, 2022.
Structures and Class II Roadway Grant Programs
The maximum allowable amount for the Structures Program is $200,000. The State’s share in the
Structures Program is 80%. However, the Town may be entitled to a State share of 90% if BOTH of the
following requirements are met:
•

The Town has either adopted new Codes and Standards which meet or exceed the minimum requirements of
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the June 5, 2019 template, and/or submit a Certification of Compliance that states that their adopted codes and
standards meet or exceed these same minimum requirements as recommended by the Agency of Transportation
(and a copy is on file with the District) AND
•

The Town has an up-to-date documented network inventory system of roads, bridges and culverts that identifies
the location, size, deficiencies, condition and estimated cost of repair if applicable.

The maximum allowable amount for the Class II Roadway Program is $200,000. The State’s share in
the Class II Roadway Program is 70%. However, the Town may be entitled to a State share of 80% if BOTH of
the above mentioned requirements are met.
As in the past, grant awards will be made on the basis of several factors, including, but not limited to:
whether or not the town has received recent grants, the timeliness and completeness of the submittal and the
overall condition of the existing structure(s) or roadway that the town is requesting the grant for.

Marc Pickering (District Project Manager) and Meghan Brunk (District Tech VI) would like to meet
with you regarding your budget and any other highway related matters that you would like to discuss. With ever
changing COVID protocols this will probably look different than in years past but at the very least we would
like to have a phone conversation to check in with you. After Town Meeting Day Meghan will be reaching out
to you to schedule a meeting. Possible topics to be covered include:
Annual Financial Plan TA-60
Town Highway Grants
Better Back Roads Grants
Upcoming paving projects/centerline painting
Emergency response protocol (flooding)

Respectfully,
Marc Pickering
District Project Manager
Enclosures:
TA-60 Annual Highway Financial Plan
Certification of Compliance
TH Grant Program Application FY23
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9.b.2
Certification of Compliance
for
Town Road and Bridge Standards
and
Network Inventory
We, the Legislative Body of the Town of Londonderry, Vermont certify that we have
reviewed, understand and comply with the Town Road and Bridge Standards passed and adopted
by the Selectboard on August 5, 2019.
We further certify that our adopted standards [ X ] do [ ] do not meet or exceed the minimum
requirements included in the June 5, 2019 State-approved template.
We further certify that we [ X ] do [ ] do not have an up-to-date highway network inventory
which identifies location, size, deficiencies/condition of roads, bridges, causeways, culverts and
highway-related retaining walls on class 1, 2, and 3 town highways, and estimated cost of repair.

_______________________________________
Date: February 21, 2022
Thomas Cavanagh, Selectboard Chair
For the Town of Londonderry Selectboard (per 24 V.S.A. 1141)

For a summary of your community’s road and bridge information
please visit: tinyurl.com/rdsinfo
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9.c.1

FY 2023

Municipal Highway Grant Application

APPLYING FOR:

Structures

Class 2 Roadway

Emergency

MUNICIPALITY:
MAILING ADDRESS:

MUNICIPAL CONTACT (name):

Phone:

E-Mail:

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM:

DUNS #:

Automated

Manual

Combination

Grantee FY End Month (mm format):

DISTRICT CONTACT (name): Marc Pickering; Meghan Brunk
E-Mail: marc.pickering@vermont.gov; meghan.brunk@vermont.gov
Phone: (802) 275-2082
SCOPE OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED BY GRANTEE
Location of Work. The work described below involves the following town highway / structure:
TH# ____, (Name)_________________________ which is a class ____ town highway.
Bridge #_______, which crosses ___________________________________________________
Culvert # ___, for which the original size was _________ and the replacement size is ____________
Causeway: ______________________________________________________________________
Retaining Wall: ______________________________________________________________________
Latitude:

Longitude:

MM (If Available):

Problem:

Reason For Problem:

Proposed Scope of Work:

Detailed Cost Estimate (below or attached):

Estimated Project Amount: $

Estimated Completion Date:
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Municipality has adopted Codes & Standards that meet or exceed the State approved template?

YES

NO

Municipality has a current Network Inventory?

YES

NO

Municipality MUST complete the following environmental resource checklist:
EXISTING STRUCTURES: (check all that apply)
Steel Tube Culvert

Concrete Box Culvert

Stone Culvert

Concrete Bridge

Ditch

Rolled Beam/Plate Girder Bridge
Wooden Covered Bridge

Metal Truss Bridge
There are foundation remains, mill ruins,
stone walls or other
Stone Abutments or Piers

Masonry Structure
Buildings (over 50 yrs old) within 300 feet of work

Other:
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: (check all that apply)
The project involves engineering / planning
only

The project consists of repaving existing
paved surfaces only

The project consists of reestablishing existing
ditches only within existing footprint

All work will be done from the existing road or
shoulder

The structure is being replaced on existing
location / alignment

There will be excavation within 300 feet of a
river or stream

New structure on new alignment
There will be excavation within a flood
plain
Tree cutting / clearing
New ditches will be established

Repair/Rehab of existing structure
Road reclaiming, reconstruction, or widening
Temporary off-road access is required
The roadway will be realigned

The municipality has included photos of the project. Must show infrastructure and surrounding
features as much as possible.
YES
NO
Below this line to be filled in by VTrans staff:
Recommended Award Amount:
District Staff Approval: (name) __________________________________ Date: __________________

Note:
Projects may involve impacts to protected historic or archaeological resources. For more information, responsible parties are encouraged to contact the District staff.
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Town of Londonderry
2022-2037 Capital Highway Plan
Annual Paving and Capital Budget starting at $220,000 in FY23, increasing by $40,000 to 2030 then 3% increase thereafter

9.c.2

Budget Year/Calendar Year
Budget
Calendar
TOTAL PAVING BUDGET + 3% beg in FY26
Plus Class 2 State Road Grant
Loan
Proposed Revenue (all funds)
PROPOSED ANNUAL PAVEMENT MAN.
PROPOSED CAPITAL
MILES
Landgrove Rd 1 (reclaim, 4" pvmt)
0.455
Landgrove Rd 2 (reclaim, 4" pvmt)
1.245

2023
2022
220,000

Year
Year

2026
2025
340,000

2028
2027
420,000

2029
2028
460,000

2031
2030
515,000

2032
2031
530,450

2033
2032
546,364

2034
2033
562,754
200,000

2035
2034
579,637

2036
2035
597,026

420,000

1,271,307
460,000 1,771,307 515,000

530,450

546,364

762,754

579,637

597,026

614,937

0
165,350 119,162 100,000 100,000
100,000
400,000
NOTE: PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE & CAPITAL COSTS ARE IN 2022 DOLLARS
67,945
67,945
67,945
178,171 178,171 178,171

330,000

340,000

350,000

2027
2026
380,000

0 220,000

460,000

228,800

408,045

255,575

C Year
2026
2026

0.237

2027

Spring Hill Road

1.680

2028

0.985

2025
2024
300,000

696,168
300,000 1,036,168 380,000

Little Pond Road 1

Thompsonburgh Road 1

2024
2023
260,000
200,000

1/23/2022
2037
2036
614,937

2030

247,027

180,055

192,192
503,976
Loan

(payments)

(payments)

2030
2029
500,000

(payments)

29,059
(o/cs to hold)
205,990
(o/cs to hold)

Consider reconstruction in 2040 +/(payments)

(payments)

(payments)

(payments)

1,271,307 342,016 342,016
Loan for 1.271M, 4 years @ 3% int

342,016

342,016

NOTE: A 3% INFLATION COST IS CARRIED BELOW
TOTAL CAPITAL PROJECTS
4.602 0.61/yr
0
0
0
696,168
29,059
205,990
0
1,271,307
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL PAVEMENT MANTANANCE + CAPITAL
228,800 408,045 255,575 943,195 209,114 205,990 165,350 1,390,469 100,000 100,000
100,000
400,000
330,000
340,000
350,000
TOTAL LOAN PAYMENTS
246,116 246,116 246,116
342,016 342,016
342,016
342,016
Total Pavement Management + Capital + LOAN
228,800 408,045 255,575 943,195 209,114 205,990 165,350 1,390,469 100,000 100,000
100,000
400,000
330,000
340,000
350,000
Inflation cost from 2022 of 3%
1.030
1.061
1.093
1.126
1.159
1.194
1.230
1.267
1.305
1.344
1.384
1.426
1.469
1.513
Carry a 3% inflation cost since 2022
12,241
15,565
87,460
26,246
32,809
32,087
319,632
26,677
30,477
34,392
153,694
140,501
159,301
179,406
476,408
895,710
470,501
499,301
529,406
Total PM, Capital plus inflation of 3%
228,800 420,286 271,140 1,030,655 481,476 484,915 443,553 1,710,101 468,693 472,493
61,206
46,307
57,957
69,956
-132,955
109,136
97,725
85,531
Estimated End of year balance
-8,800
39,714
28,860
5,513
-101,476 -64,915
16,447
CAPITAL CARRYOVERS
Paving Balance carryover from previous year
0
-8,800
30,914
59,774
65,287
-36,188 -101,103 -84,656 -23,450
22,857
80,814
150,769
17,814
126,950
224,675
Capital Balance (to carry over)
(8,800)
30,914
59,774
65,287
(36,188) (101,103) (84,656) (23,450) 22,857
80,814
150,769
17,814
126,950
224,675
310,205
Budget
Year
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
Inflation factors
1.000
1.030
1.061
1.093
1.126
1.159
1.194
1.230
1.267
1.305
1.344
1.384
1.426
1.469
1.513
NOTES:
1) The Town of Londonderry has 23 miles of paved roads. Annual Pavement Maintenance should be $10,000/mile/year = $230,000 in 2022 (FY23 budget)
2) Capital Budget for the 4.6 miles of roads listed below is recommended at $240,000. This could be lower or higher, depending on the rate of capital improvements desired by the Town.
3) Revenue $ above carries a state Class 2 Paving grant of $200,000 for FY24 and FY34.
4) Test pits should be completed on all Reclaim and Capital Projects to verify quality & depth of existing base. This will lead to the correct method of construction for each project.
5) Sidewalks should be considered prior to any major road construction project.
6) Costs for sidewalks, large drainage structures, water lines, structure adjustments, wastewater lines and retaining walls are not included in this Capital Highway Plan.
7) Town roads reconstructed should have a minimum of 24" gravel, proper ditches or underdrain on uphill side and 4" minimum pavement (2.5" base, 1.5" top). Pavement thickness to increase on high volume roads.
8) Spring Hill Road is scheduled for an overlay and chip seal in 2027 (FY28) in order to preserve it until reconstruction or reclamation. If reclamation is proper fix, complete in place of overlay/chip seal.
9) Proposed Revenue: Begins at $220,000/year for FY23; increases $40,000/year to $500,000 (FY30); then 3% /year increase recommended thereafter. This will include $ for annual paving and capital projects.
10) Proposed Expenses
11) Capital Balance
44
12) Project costs in the table are in 2022 dollars. An annual 3% inflation factor has been carried for all Pavement Mainanance and Capital Projects.
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Vermont Agency of Transportation
Department of Motor Vehicles
Uniform Municipal Excess Weight Permit

9.d.1

.r7rl ck#
" z;zs-o
c1t lo

Town of Londonderry

~/to/~~

(Municipality)

□

Fleet

Single Vehicle

Approval is hereby given for the granting of a permit under the provisions of VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a, and any amendments thereto,
covering the operations of motor vehicles over local highways and bridges with gross loads as follows:

Hunter Excavating, Inc. Hunter Transport, Hunter Timber Harvesting
Registrant:---------------------------------------Address: 2218 Vt. Route 1 00

City

Street/Road

State

Contact: Kellie Baker-Waite
Type of
Vehicles

Vermont

So. Londonderry

05155
Zip

Phone: 802-856-7165

#of
Axles

Product
Carried

Max. Weight
Requested

TK

3

A

80,000

TK

4

A

80,000

TR

3

A

99,000

TR

4

A

99,000

Max Weight
Approved

Approved for the following highways (list may be attached):

_

The following restrictions apply (list may be attached):

_

This approval shall be effective for no more than a one-year period ending March 31, ~- If a fleet permit, this approval covers all
vehicles bearing the registrants name. If the permit is to cover unmarked company trucks, please attach a list to this form giving the
year, make, VIN number, maximum weight and registration number.
The holder of a permit shall be liable for any damage to highways or bridges per VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a © and is required to furnish the
municipality a valid Certificate oflnsurance in the following amounts: a minimum of$100,000/$300,000 Personal Injury Liability Coverage
and $100,000 Property Damage Coverage.
Approved:

_

Title:

_

Date:

_

VX-008 01/2017 MTC
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HUNTEXC-01

ACO RD "
~

CHENDERSON
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

I

2/2/2022

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER($), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
Sl?m;~cT

PRODUCER
Kinney Pike Insurance a One Digital Company

I FAX
(AIC, No):(802) 295-7701

fitJ8,NJo, Ext): (802) 775-2311
~~nAJ!,~~-

1011 North Main Street, Suite 4
White River Junction, VT 05001

INSURER/SI AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC#

rNsURERA ,Cincinnati Insurance Comoanv
INSURED

10677

INSURERS:
INSURERC:

Hunter Excavating, Inc
2218 RT 100
South Londonderry, VT 05155

INSURERD:
INSURERE:
INSURERF:

CERTIFICATE NUMBER·

REVISION NUMBER·
COVERAGES
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
ADDL
POLICYEFF
POLICY EXP
TYPE OF INSURANCE
POLICY NUMBER
LIMITS
IUUJDD/YYYYJ IUU/DD/YYYYl
LTR
INSD ~~
1,000,000
A X COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
$
EACH OCCURRENCE

-

□

CLAIMS-MADE

[K] OCCUR

EPP 0581445

6/26/2021

6/26/2022

-

=l □

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
POLICY

j'[8i

DLoc

~~ttb~U9F~';,~!~Eenro\
MED EXP /Anv one oerson\

$

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$

OTHER:

A

f-f--

~

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

500,000
15,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

$

~TOMOBILE LIABILITY

X

$

~

EBA 0581445

6/26/2021

6/26/2022

SCHEDULED

$

BODILY INJURY /Per oersorn

$

1,000,000

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
lP~9~%Jdi;.':;t?AMAGE
$

>-- AUTOS

~

fi,C;':!~l~~~llNGLE LIMIT

~8ro<s"m'r.~

$

A

X

UMBRELLA LIAB
EXCESS LIAS

I

A

EACH OCCURRENCE

~ OCCUR
CLAIMS-MADE

EPP 0581445

6/26/2021

6/26/2022

AGGREGATE

I

DED
RETENTION$
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
YIN
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
filFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
( andatory in NH)

[!]

X
EWC
NIA

0582294

6/26/2021

6/26/2022

I ~'FfTIJTF I

I gJH-

$

5,000,000

$

5,000,000

$

$

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $

~~i~~rt+P8~ ofc\PERATIONS below

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS I VEHICLES (ACORD
Workers Compensation Statutory Coverage applies in

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

$

500,000
500,000
500,000

tJf ; Additional
Remarks Schedule, may be attached If more space is required)
Hunter Kaltsas is an excluded officer.

CANCELLATION

Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

I
ACORD

25 (2016/03)

oJJ~~(.A
© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Vermont Agency of Transportation 9.d.2
Department of Motor Vehicles
Uniform Municipal Excess Weight Permit

'!Jl.oo ·

Fee:
Received:
9 /J,oo
Check No: ol,la173
Cert of Insurance:
Yes ( )
No ( )

Town of Londonderry
(Municipality)

□Single Vehicle

~Fleet

Approval is hereby given for the granting of a permit under the provisions of VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a, and any amendments thereto,
covering the operations of motor vehicles over local highways and bridges with gross loads as follows:

Registrant:

New England Quality Service, Inc.

Address:

49 Wales St., 3rd Fl., Suite 1, Rutland, VT 05701

Contact:

Amanda Nadeau

Phone: (802) 775-7722

Email: AN adeau@earthwasteandmetal.com

PRODUCTS CARRIED

REGISTERED
WEIGHT

MAX
WEIGHT
APPROVED

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

PETERBUILT 579

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

TRACTOR

KENWORTH T880

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

ROLL OFF

KENWORTH T800B

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

ROLL OFF

KENWORTH T800B

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

ROLL OFF

KENWORTH T800B

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

ROLL OFF

KENWORTH T800B

3/W/TRK 5 W/TRL

Scrap Metal, C&D, tires & MSW

80,000

80,000

VEHICLE
TYPE

MAKE

# OF AXLES

TRACTOR

KENWORTH T800B

TRACTOR

Approved for the following highways (list may be attached):

_

The following restrictions apply (list may be attached):

_

This approval sha1l be effective for no more than a one-year period ending March 31, 2023. If a fleet permit, this approval covers a1l
vehicles bearing the registrant's name. If the permit is to cover unmarked company trucks, please attach a list to this form giving the
year, make, VIN number, maximum weight and registration number.
The holder of a permit sha1l be liable for any damage to highways or bridges per VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a © and is required to
furnish the municipality a valid Certificate of Insurance in the fo1lowing amounts: a minimum of $100,000/$300,000 Personal
---Injury-bability-Eoverage--and-$-1-00;000-Property-Bamage-eoverage. ·

Approved:

_

Title:

_

Date

_

VX-008 01/2017 MTC
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NEWENGL-02

ACO RD "
~

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

I

SMARINO
DATE (MMIDD/YYYY)
9/3/2021

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
22tm"cT Sue Marino
PRODUCER
Hickok & Boardman Insurance Group
rtg,NJo, Ext): (802) 383-1656
No):(802) 658-0541
346 Shelburne Rd
i~l~~ss: SMarino@hbinsurance.com
Burlington, VT 05401

I Ft~.

NAIC#
INSURER(Sl AFFORDING COVERAGE
17370
1NsuRER A: Nautilus Ins Co
INSURED
INSURER B: Frankenmuth Mutual Insurance Co.
13986
New England Quality Service, Inc.
25224
INSURER c: Great Divide Ins Co
dba Earth Waste & Metal
INSURERD:
49 Wales Street, Suite 1
Rutland, VT 05701
INSURERE:
INSURER F:
CERTIFICATE NUMBER·
REVISION NUMBER·
COVERAGES
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
SUBR
POLICY EFF POLICY EXP
~WP.; ,,.n,n
LIMITS
TYPE OF INSURANCE
POLICY NUMBER
1,000,000
A X COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
EACH
OCCURRENCE
$
I-100,000
CLAIMS-MADE []] OCCUR
GSP2023856-14
9/1/2021
9/1/2022 ~~~b~U?~~~~b~~nce\
$
Pollution
10,000
MED EXP /Anv one oersonl
$
1--1,000,000
PERSONAL & ADV INJURY
$
I-2,000,000
$
GENERAL AGGREGATE
9'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
2,000,000
POLICY []] fl8i
LOC
PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG $
POLLUTION LIAB
2,000,000
$
OTHER:
COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
1,000,000
B AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
$
_JEa accident)

1r~

x

:=J

□

-

X ANY AUTO
- OWNED
- AUTOS ONLY
- ~L'W?s ONLY
A
X

6639619

- SCHEDULED
- AUTOS

UMBRELLA LIAB
EXCESS LIAB

9/1/2021

9/1/2022

~8fo~~NT.~

M

BODILY INJURY (Per oerson) $
BODILY INJURY /Per accident) $
ft,,9~~c~d~~t~AMAGE
$
$

OCCUR
CLAIMS-MADE

I RETENTION$
OED I
C WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
YIN
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
NIA
~FICERiMEj
M
~Jfi
EXCLUDED?
andatory n )

[Kl

FFX2029983-12

9/1/2021

9/1/2022

WCA2023854 -14

9/1/2021

9/1/2022

EACH OCCURRENCE
AGGREGATE

XI ~ffrurE

~is'2:~ftf~8~ ~~gPERATIONS below

I

I

$

$
$

5,000,000
5,000,000

~~H-

$
E.L. EACH ACCIDENT
E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT $

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/ LOCATIONS I VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Addlllonal Remarks Schedule, may be attached If more space Is required)
RE: Excess Weight Permit

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

Town of Londonderry
oo-01ctsctrootRoau
South Londonderry, VT 05155

I
ACORD 25 (2016/03)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

J{_ (/'© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Vermont Agency of transportation ., Department.of Motor Vehicles
. ··· uniform MuniclpalExeess Weight Permit
.

. . .

.

~

.

··...

".o!•···

...

□

.

·.1

..

·'

Single - $5.00 · .
Fleet - $10.00

under

.•.Approval· is hereby given for the granting Of a permit
the provisioµs of VSATitle 23, § 1400( a) and any
amendments thereto, covering the operations of.motorvehicles over local highways and bridges withgross
.

. .·

. ·.

loads as follows:

.

.

.
:,

.;:;•r•·,. . ;;<i'...,:.._,a:i::.;,·,
-..VUO

'

ro

·· .

Address:
. ' Contact:

. Email: .

.

··-.

·:.,,~:.,..-.: .:,, .. ,. ;.

·;_.,1·_.

-.• , . ---

l .Mlt'L/'I' V f'r'_.I Ill\,

.

·-n<

te,:~~.

a:,wi

# of Axles ,
/~ ·

·

.. ·

Product Carried

.

. · ..

c-" ... •-~- f..:.:- - ;,.

Max Weight Request
ts r,c:,r,;

Max Weight Approved
.

'.

<t2.

lwl\~wim;(>\Q;.l
.•. '--r}(. Z:002... M~d<.

. . . /-n(.

-----

. ··
.

8'').~

.. ·

·,~----'-""-~'---"-----·--· ·-- -----

,

Telephone: 202.--if'7S .. 31b2.

.
· . Ty:p.e(s) of Vehicle( s) .·

... __

&¥..s111··

l'.Jva.Jh~ J<uol~ ; .• ·.
5-,vi,Gi:W~,. vr.:\t;

·-·· .. ~·.· ---

r •

..

.

.,
4 .•

''
."

· ..

.· 3>'.nn~
'-S· ~
·.·

Approved for the following highways (list_may be attached):
·.

I>

.·

.

.

· '

..

..·,· .

.

·':The following"restridions apply(lisflllaybe attached):
.

.,

·-.

.-·'· :--

-.

.•

.

..

,·

"'.· ..

·.

This approval shall be effective for no more thana one-year period ending March 3-l, 2023. · ff this is a fleet
.. · permit, this approval covers all yehicJei bearing the company name. If the permit is to cover unmarked
< company trucks; please ,attach a.Iistto this· form giving the year, make VIN number,' maximum weight and
"[registretionnumber. The holder.ofthepermit shall be liable for any damage. to highways or bridges per VSA
· '.fitle 23, §1400(a) and is· required. to:furnish the __ municipalifr_.! valid Certificate· of Insurance -in the
•. followingamounts:·- aminimum'of$l00,000/$300,000 PersonalInjury Liability'Cover~ge and·$100;000·Property
: ,Damage Coverage: Note: Effective.July:!, 1994, a Vermont State blanket permit is NOT required to operate on
' localhighways and bridges.
·
·
·
·
. I.·

Town Manager
·,
'
.

Approved by Duly AuthorizedTownAgent

Title

Date·

.
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DATE (MM/DDIYYYY)

I

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

02/12/2021

fHIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
<EPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
PRODUCER

CONTACT
NAME:

FINN & STONE, INC.

r:igNJ0 Extl: (802) 362-5000'

377 Center Hill

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

Jo-Lynne Bartholomew

I (A/C,
FAX No):

(802) 362-6243

jolynne@finnandstone.com

PO Box 1210

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

Manchester Center

VT 05255

INSURER A:

NAIC#

Main Street America Assurance Co

29939

INSURER B: NGM Insurance

INSURED

Record Concrete Inc.

INSURER C:

PO Box 574

INSURERD:

14788

INSURERE:
Chester

!

VT 05143-0574

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

INSURERF:

CL2121217480

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
TYPE OF INSURANCE
LIMITS
POLICY NUMBER
LTR
{MM/DD/YYYY\ {MM/DD/YYYY\
INSD WVD

-~ ·

X

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

I CLAIMS-MADE [81
A

EACH OCCURRENCE

',{E "c,~ I t:U
PREMISES Ea occurrence)

U /"\ IVl /"\ \.:J C

OCCUR
MPT4506D

03/03/2021

03/03/2022

Fl □ □

GEN'LAGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROJECT

POLICY

LOC

$ 500,000

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$ 10,000
$ 1,000,000

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$ 2,000,000

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$ 2,000,000

MED EXP {Any one person)

~
~

$ 1,000,000

$

OTHER:

fi,~~~~~~llNGLE LIMIT

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

$ 1,000,000

f--

B

-

X

B

X
-

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY
19

EXCESS LIAB

I

B1T4506D

03/03/2021

03/03/2022

- ~g1<:gWNED
~ AUTOSONLY

UMBRELLA LIAB

OED

B

X SCHEDULED

H

OCCUR
CLAIMS-MADE

CUT4506D

03/03/2021

03/03/2022

I RETENTION $

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

$

iP~?~ti~Te~t?AMAGE

$

Medical payments

$ 1,000

EACH OCCURRENCE

$ 4,000,000

AGGREGATE

$ 4,000,000

I ER
OTHI PER
STATUTE I

Y/N

~

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

N/A

WCT4506D

03/03/2021

03/03/2022

If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

$

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$ 500,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

$ 500,000

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$ 500,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/ LOCATIONS/ VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

Officers have elected to be excluded from the above workers compensation policy

CANCELLATION

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street

South Londonderry

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
VT 05155

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
ACORD 25 (2016/03)

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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Vermont Agency of Transportation
Department of Motor Vehicles
Uniform Municipal Excess Weight Permit

9.d.4

Town of:

vr-

Lor\do deJ'r ~
(Municipality)

□

Fleet

Single Vehicle

Approval is hereby given for the granting of a permit under the provisions of VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a, and any amendments thereto,
covering the operations of motor vehicles over local highways and bridges with gross loads as follows:

Renaud Brother's Inc.
Registrant:------------------------------------Address:

Street/Road

Contact:

VT.

283 Fort Bridgeman Rd # 2 Vernon
Phone:

# of
Axles

Type of
Vehicles

State

City

Shirley Renaud

05354
Zip

1-802-257-7383

Product
Carried

_

Max. Weight
Reguested

Dump Trucks

4

Const. materiah

69,000

Tractors Trailer

7

Const. Equipt

130,000

All other Trucks

4

Job Materials

108,000

hauling all

construction

Materials

Equiptment

Max Weight
Approved

Approved for the following highways (list may be attached):

_

The following restrictions apply (list may be attached):

_

This approval shall be effective for no more than a one-year period ending March 31, __ . If a fleet permit, this approval covers all
vehicles bearing the registrants name. If the permit is to cover unmarked company trucks, please attach a list to this form giving the
year, make, VIN number, maximum weight and registration number.
The holder of a permit shall be liable for any damage to highways or bridges per VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a © and is required to furnish the
municipality a valid Certificate oflnsurance in the following amounts: minimum of $100,000/$300,000 Personal Injury Liability Coverage
and $100,000 Property Damage Coverage.

a

Approved:

_

Title:

_

Date:

------

VX-0080l/2017 MTC
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Dump or
Year

Make

Tractor

2017
2011
2017
2017
2013
2013
2013
2014

Freightliner
lnternatio

Dump
Tractor
Dump
Dump
Dump
Tractor
Tractor
VacTruck
Dump

2018

l<.W

ws
Mack

ws
ws
Peterbilt
Freightliner

Plate

Axles

23D30
49D86
58DS0
88D00
88D61
88D62
88D63
96D10
26E 74

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

DOT#
681167
364681
681167
681167
681167
681167
681167
681167
681167

ID#
3ALMGNBGXHDHP9681
3HSCHAPTSBN264943
1NKZXPEX3HJ163134
SKKMAVDVXHPHZ4513
1M 1AX07Y7DM016951
SKJNAEDR9DPBW5363
SKJNAEDR8DPBW5368
1NPTL70X7ED250287
3ALMGNDR1JDKB0697

Truck#
T49
valley
T48
T38
T41
T88
T39
VAC
T87
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RENABR0-01

ACORD

ARUDIO
DATE (MM/DDNYYY)
1/27/2022

0

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

~

I

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
~2~l~cT Jessica Saladino
PRODUCER
Kinney Pike Insurance a One Digital Company
FAX No):(802) 296-6126
(A/C,
ritJgNrio_ Ext): (800) 296-5722 3742
1011 North Main Street, Suite 4
~t'DAJbs5,jsaladino@kinneypike.com
White River Junction, VT 05001

I

INSURED
Renaud Bros., Inc.
283 Fort Bridgeman Road #2
Vernon, VT 05354

CERTIFICATE NUMBER·

COVERAGES

NAIC#
31325

INSURER~) AFFORDING COVERAGE
INSURER A: Acadia Insurance
INSURER B : Hanover Insurance Comoanv
INSURER C:
INSURER D:
INSURERE:
INSURER F:
REVISION NUMBER·

22292

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

l~J:

A

ADDL
INSD

TYPE OF INSURANCE
X COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE
OCCUR

□

[Kl

~~c

POLICY NUMBER
CLA 5408175-12

-

~'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
POLICY
~t8i
LOG

[Kl

I]]

OTHER:
A AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
X ANY AUTO
~
OWNED
~ AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
~ AUTOS ONLY -

POLICY EFF

POLICY EXP
""''DDNYYYI

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
12/20/2021 12/20/2022 PREMISES
(Ea occurrence)
MED EXP IB!)y one oersonl
PERSONAL & ADV INJURY
GENERAL AGGREGATE
PRODUCTS · COMP/OP AGG

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000,000
300,000
10,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

$

CAA 5408176-12
SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
_(Ea accident)
12/20/2021 12/20/2022 BODILY INJURY /Per oersonl
BODILY INJURY (Per accident)
tP~?~c?c~d~t?AMAGE

$

1,000,000

$
$
$
$

A

UMBRELLA LIAB
~ OCCUR
CLAIMS-MADE
X EXCESS LIAB
0
OED X RETENTION $
A WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
Y/N
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
N/A
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below
B Motor Truck Cargo

~

I

CUA 5408177-12

I

[Y]

WCA 5408178-12

RHVA794577

EACH OCCURRENCE
12/20/2021 12/20/2022 AGGREGATE

XI ~ffTUTE I

$
$

I OTHER

12/20/2021 12/20/2022 E.L. EACH ACCIDENT
E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT
12/4/2021 12/4/2022 Limit

5,000,000
5,000,000

$

$
$
$

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
250,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/ LOCATIONS/ VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)
RE: Fleet Permit

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

Town of South Londonderry
Attn: Town Clerk
PO Box 118
South Londonderry, VT 05155
I

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

~~96~
© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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~d ~ CfI;;;.o d-dVermont Agency of Transportation
Department of Motor Vehicles
Uniform Municipal Excess Weight Permit

9.d.5

C,L-#- IS 739
dlD.OO

VT

Town of:
(Municipality)

□

Fleet

Single Vehicle

Approval is hereby given for the granting of a permit under the provisions of VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a, and any amendments thereto,
covering the operations of motor vehicles over local highways and bridges with gross loads as follows:

Valley Crane Services Inc.
Registrant:-------------------------------------

VT.

Address: 283 Fort Bridgeman Rd # 2 Vernon
Street/Road

City

State

Zip

Phone: 1-802-258-9055

Contact: Shirley Renaud
Type of
Vehicles

05354

----------------

Product
Carried

# of

Axles

Max. Weight
Requested

Truck Crane

5

Self Propelled

130,400

Truck Crane

5

Self Propelled

130,400

Truck Crane

4

Self Propelled

99,400

TractorTrailer

7

Crane wgts

108,000

Max Weight
Approved·

Approved for the following highways (list may be attached):

_

The following restrictions apply (list may be attached):

_

This approval shall be effective for no more than a one-year period ending March 31, __. If a fleet permit, this approval covers all
vehicles bearing the registrants name. If the permit is to cover unmarked company trucks, please attach a list to this form giving the
year, make, VIN number, maximum weight and registration number.
The holder of a permit shall be liable for any damage to highways or bridges per VSA Title 23, Sec. 1400a © and is required to furnish the
municipality a valid Certificate of Insurance in the following amounts: a minimum of $100,000/$300,000 Personal Injury Liability Coverage
and $100,000 Property Damage Coverage.

Approved:

_

Title:

_

Date:

------

VX-008 01/2017 MTC
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Valley

Crane
Miss Sandra Lee

75 ton

Miss Mae

80Ton

2004

Terx

Crane

95C87

4

364681

13436

2016

Terx

Crane

*16E22

4

364681

1T9T700UCGW120572

2001

Demag

Crane

95C89

4

364681

76266

Valley

Girl

165 Ton

1995

Link

Crane

39D40

2

364681

71153513

22 Ton

Crane

22 Ton

2004

Terx Demag

Crane

95C86

5

364681

83016

Alley

Girl

180 Ton

2

364681

5PVN8J M694S50162

HINO

Boo mt ruck

4

364681

3HSCHAPT5BN264943

Valleygirl

Tractor

Valley

TRUCKS

2009

Hino

Boom

88D28

2011

ITNL

Tractor

49D86

I
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VALLCRA-01

ACO RD "
~

ARUDIO
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

I

1/27/2022

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
~2AAf~CT Jessica Saladino

PRODUCER
Kinney Pike Insurance a One Digital Company
1011 North Main Street, Suite 4
White River Junction, VT 05001

I

rtg_NJo, Ext): (800) 296-5722 3742

FAX No): (802) 296-6126
(A/C,

i~oAJ~ss: jsaladino@kin neypike .com
INSURER~\ AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC#

INSURER A: Nova Casualtv Comoanv
INSURED
Valley Crane Service Inc
283 Fort Bridgeman Road #2
Vernon, VT 05354

42552

INSURER B: Patriot Insurance Comoanv

32069

INSURER c: Travelers Insurance Comoanv

36137

INSURERD:
INSURER E:
INSURER F:

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE NUMBER·
REVISION NUMBER·
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
TYPE OF INSURANCE
POLICY NUMBER
1~.'!.~~
LIMITS
LTR
IMMIDDNVVVl IMMIDDNYYVI
A X COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
1,000,000
EACH
OCCURRENCE
$
~
DAMAGE
TO
RENTED
100,000
~ CLAIMS-MADE
OCCUR
JCS-ML-10000408-04
12/20/2021 12/20/2022 PREMISES (Ea occurrence)
$
5,000
X On Hook included
$
MED EXP (/\!!)I one person)

1~~J-

[KJ

~
~

B

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

□ □

$

1,000,000

~'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY
JECT
LOG

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

2,000,000

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$

2,000,000

OTHER:
AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
~

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per oersonl

$

~
X

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

$

6646910

X
X

12/20/2021

12/20/2022

SCHEDULED
AUTOS

1,000,000

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY SAMAGE
(Per accident
$

~B~oii~Jc~

$

~

UMBRELLA LIAB
EXCESS LIAB

I

HOCCUR
CLAIMS-MADE

I

RETENTION $
OED
C WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
YIN
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
N/A
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)

[Y]

If

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

AGGREGATE

$

XI ~ffTUTE
6JUB-7H736705-21

12/20/2021

12/20/2022

yes, describe under

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

I

I OTHER

$

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

$

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/ LOCATIONS/ VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space Is required)
RE: Overweight Permit

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

Town of South Londonderry
Attn: Town Clerk
PO Box 118
South Londonderry, VT 05155
I
ACORD 25 (2016/03)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

~© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD
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10.c

Town of Londonderry, Vermont
NOTICE OF REAL PROPERTY SALE

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Town of Londonderry, Vermont, by its Town Administrator duly
authorized, will accept sealed bids on the following parcel acquired by the Town by way of tax deed. The
parcel, which is unimproved, is as follows:
Street Address
NW corner of VT Route 11 & Derry Woods Road

Parcel ID#
110001.000

Acreage
.68 +/-

Minimum Bid
$2,500.00

This property is subject to applicable wetlands and flood hazard regulations, and portions may be encroached
upon by the West River. There may also be unknown or unspecified constraints on its use and development.
Persons interested in purchasing this property must submit a sealed bid, which must be received in hand by the
office of the Town Administrator at 100 Old School Street, South Londonderry, VT 05155, by 4:00 PM on
February 17, 2022. All bids must be submitted on the bid form attached hereto (and also available at the
Town Office and on the home page of the Town’s website – www.londonderryvt.org).
Bids must clearly state the amount the bidder is willing to pay for the sale parcel. All bids must be
unconditional, and if accepted, cannot be withdrawn. Each bid must be accompanied by a bank treasurer’s
check in the amount of $500.00 payable to the Town of Londonderry as a bid deposit. Bid deposits will be
credited against the purchase price if the bid is accepted. Checks from unsuccessful bidders will be returned
promptly. The completed bid form and the bid deposit check must be placed in separate sealed envelopes with
the property address of the parcel the bid applies to noted on the outside of the envelope. The bids will be
opened in public on February 21, 2022 at or around 6:30 PM at the Londonderry Selectboard meeting.
The Town proposes to convey the property to the highest qualified bidder, subject to municipal compliance
with public notice requirements (30 days) and authorization provided for under 24 V.S.A. §1061(a). The
property will be conveyed by quitclaim deed on an “as is, where is” basis with no warranty covenants to the
successful bidder, no written or implied warranties as to the condition of the property, the availability of
utilities or services, or any representation concerning permitted uses under or compliance with the Town’s
land use bylaws. Prospective bidders should do their due diligence prior to bidding as all sales are
unconditional. The Town will deliver the deed and the successful bidder must pay the balance of the purchase
price within sixty (60) days from the date of the bid opening or the bidder will forfeit the bid deposit, unless
delay is caused by the Town.
The property may not be entered or encroached upon without a Town escort, who will be available at the site
on February 10, 2022 from 9:00 AM to 9:30 AM to escort interested bidders onto the property.
The Town reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
Questions should be directed to Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator, 100 Old School Street, South
Londonderry, VT 05155 at 802-824-3356, ext.5, or townadmin@londonderryvt.org
Town of Londonderry, Vermont

Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
January 24, 2022
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Property Sale

Required Bid Form

Bids due no later
than 4:00 PM on
February 17, 2022.

(You MUST Use a Separate Form for Each Bid Submitted)
(Please Print or Type – all information must be legibly entered)
Name of Bidder:

__________________________________________________________

Address:

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Contact person:

__________________________________________________________
______________________
Phone

Submitted herewith is my bid for:

_________________________________
Email
PARCEL #110001.000

BID AMOUNT: (Minimum Bid acceptable is $2,500)
In Numbers:

$______________________________________________________

In Words:

_______________________________________________________
Dollars (Whole dollars, do not include cents)

This bid is accompanied by a bid deposit (bank treasurer’s check only) in the amount of
$500.00, which the Town may hold for sixty (60) days while it evaluates this bid. I
understand that if I am determined by the Town to be the apparent high bidder, and the Town
successfully is enabled to convey the property per 24 V.S.A. 1061(a), I forfeit this deposit if I
do not pay to the Town, in addition to the foregoing, the unpaid balance of the sum that I bid
above within sixty (60) days of bid opening by the Town.
I certify, under the penalties of perjury, that: (1) I have had an opportunity to view the
property and am aware it was my responsibility to perform my own due diligence appropriate
to the purchase of real estate; (2) I am fully authorized to submit this bid; (3) I have not
engaged in discussions, negotiations, or collusion with any person to determine what my bid
will be; and, (4) that I, to the best of my knowledge and belief, have paid all local taxes, fees,
assessments, betterments or other municipal charges for which I am liable.

Signature of Bidder
____________________________________________________
Date
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
802-824-3356
www.londonderryvt.org

10.d.1

Notice of Sale of Municipal Real Estate
The Town of Londonderry, Vermont hereby gives notice pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 1061 that it desires
to convey the following Town-owned real property to Pierre and Bettina Labeau: Parcel ID:
#103001.000, being all and the same lands and premises which were conveyed to the Town of
Londonderry by Tax Collector’s Deed dated May 19, 2020, and recorded May 19, 2020, in Book 86,
Page 385 of the Londonderry Land Records.
After a public solicitation of sealed bids, the Londonderry Selectboard voted to accept a high bid
received from the intended purchasers in the amount of $2,799.00. The property is proposed to be
transferred by Quitclaim Deed on or about March 9, 2022, subject to the condition that it be merged
for tax assessment and zoning purposes with property owned by the intended purchasers, located at
Parcel ID #103002.000. If five percent of the legal voters of Londonderry sign and file with the
Town Clerk a petition objecting to the sale within 30 days of this Notice, the Town will hold a town
meeting vote on the question of whether to convey the sale.

Shane P. O’Keefe, Town Administrator
Posted on 1/19/2022 at:
Londonderry Town Office
South Londonderry Post Office
Londonderry Post Office
Town of Londonderry website (www.londonderryvt.org)
The Vermont Journal/Shopper
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2022 PACIF Grant Rules & Guidelines

10.e

A program exclusively for VLCT PACIF members
For 2022, the PACIF Board of Directors has increased the allotted funding to $400,000 to help members
purchase equipment and make facility improvements that significantly reduce the potential for future
workers’ compensation, property, auto, or liability insurance claims. For this year only, the program will
provide 100% reimbursement on eligible items, or 80% reimbursement if less than 50% of loss control
recommendations have been completed.
Please read this entire document carefully before completing your 2022 application. When you
understand what equipment and services are eligible, as well as the limitations of the grant and other
requirements, we can serve you much more efficiently and effectively. We encourage you to discuss your
application and/or equipment needs with your Loss Control Consultant, or to contact PACIF Loss Control at
800-649-7915 or adavis@vlct.org with questions prior to completing your application.
I. APPLICANT ELIGIBILITY AND APPLICATION SCHEDULE
•

Applications will be accepted and considered on a continuous basis from 1/1/2022 through
10/31/2022 or until funds have been exhausted, whichever comes first. Complete applications will
receive an award determination within 4-6 weeks, though typically it is quicker than that.

•

Only current PACIF members may apply.

•

Each member is allowed to receive only one grant each calendar year.

•

Members may not have more than one application open at any one time. Members with an unused 2021
grant award must seek reimbursement for at least some portion of the unused grant and close it out
before applying for a new grant.

•

Requests from multiple departments must be combined into a single application. Only one application
per municipality will be considered.

II. AWARD AMOUNTS
Members can receive up to 100% of the quoted cost of qualifying equipment or facility upgrades with a
maximum award that is determined by the member’s 2022 PACIF contribution as shown here:

•

2022 PACIF Contribution

Maximum Grant Amount

Up to $15,000

$500

$15,001 to $25,000

$1,500

$25,001 to $45,000

$2,500

$45,001 to $70,000

$6,000

More than $70,000

$10,000

To be eligible for a FULL award, the applicant must have completed:
➢ all High level PACIF Loss Control recommendations; and
➢ at least 50 percent of any Loss Control recommendations issued from visits that occurred between
January 1, 2020 and the date that your application is received.
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•

Any member with outstanding high priority recommendations will be ineligible for a grant, while
members with a recommendation completion rate below 50 percent will see a reduction in their award
from 100 percent to 80 percent of the eligible (approved) cost. If a member applies and is found to fall
into one of these categories, we will contact the member and provide them with an opportunity to address
the open recommendation(s) and restore full eligibility.

•

Recommendations are considered outstanding when they have surpassed their suggested completion date.
Note that this requirement applies to all departments or operating units that are covered by PACIF
within a given municipality. Thus, one department that does not complete recommendations can
adversely affect the entire member’s award potential.

•

Members with outstanding recommendations may submit applications that include systems,
improvements, and/or equipment that will correct the outstanding recommendation(s). For example, a
member that has one outstanding high priority recommendation may submit an application that includes
equipment, repairs, or services that address that recommendation, and may include other appropriate
items as well. This application would be eligible for consideration because it addresses an outstanding
high hazard recommendation that would otherwise render the member ineligible for the program.

•

Before applying, please review your recent loss control reports to determine whether recommendations
have been addressed. Alternatively, you may contact Adam Davis (adavis@vlct.org or 800-649-7915 ext.
1921) to obtain copies of these reports or determine whether your municipality has outstanding
recommendations that might affect the grant award amount or program eligibility.

III. ELIGIBLE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
The equipment or services being requested in the application must have a legitimate beneficial impact on the
member’s loss exposure(s). The primary benefit of the item must be to reduce the likelihood of a claim
and/or significantly improve the municipality’s risk management efforts. Equipment must directly reduce the
risk of loss for the municipality, its employees, facilities, etc., rather than the general public. Equipment or
items that are required for normal business operations or routine operating expenses, code compliance for
new construction, or disposable personal protective equipment, are not eligible for this program. To help
avoid rejection of the application when considering equipment with limited claims reduction or risk
management benefits, we strongly suggest contacting PACIF Loss Control for feedback on the eligibility of
your request prior to submission.
The spirit of this program is to help make high-cost items more affordable while ensuring that as many
PACIF members as possible can benefit. In all cases, the total reimbursement request must be at least
$200.
A. Examples of eligible and previously approved requests
• Rearview back-up cameras that are designed for a stated type of vehicle and for Vermont’s inclement
weather. Only one camera per vehicle is eligible, and, at a minimum, the camera must be infrared (for
night vision), shock resistant, and waterproof. Installation costs are also eligible for reimbursement.
After-market back-up cameras and related installation costs are limited to a maximum reimbursement
of $400 per camera installed. An OEM and factory-installed back-up camera that is part of a new
vehicle purchase is eligible for reimbursement up to $800.
• Installation of a battery disconnect switch to “kill” battery power on commercial motor vehicles.
• Portable or installed eye wash stations meeting ANSI Z358.1.
• Ergonomic patient handling equipment for EMS such as powered ambulance cots, cot loading
systems, stair chairs, and sliding sheets.
2022 PACIF Grant Rules & Guidelines
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• Ergonomics-focused gear for law enforcement such as under-clothing duty belt harnesses and
external carrier vests designed to transfer the weight of the duty belt from the officer’s hips to the
shoulders.
• Officer body camera systems and similar recording devices for law enforcement personnel. The
agency must provide a copy of their current Body Worn Camera policy with their application. Data
storage costs or dashboard cameras are not eligible.
• Material handling equipment such as utility cover lifters, hydraulic lifting tailgates, truck cranes,
cylinder/tank lifters, powered pallet jacks, miscellaneous lifting equipment, fire hose rolling equipment,
wheel dollies, and drum grasps (for forklifts).
• Portable multi-gas meters and other air monitoring equipment for permit-required confined
space entry or rescue, when entry or rescue will be performed by qualified, trained, and properly
equipped entrants or rescuers. Tripods, full body harnesses, personnel hoists, and related gear needed
for safe operations in permit-required confined spaces are also eligible. Contact us to discuss eligibility.
• Portable multi-gas meters for indoor ice arena air monitoring that specifically measures carbon
monoxide (CO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Contact PACIF Loss Control for equipment specifications
and vendor recommendations.
• Bollards to protect above-ground fuel storage tanks, insured structures, garage door openings, etc.
• MUTCD compliant traffic control and work zone safety equipment such as sign packages, portable
traffic lights, stop/slow paddles, cones, barrels, workzone intrusion alarms/warning systems, and
barricades. Please see the first bullet item in Section V about the State of Vermont contract pricing for
these items.
• Portable light towers for workzone and flagger station illumination for both highway and emergency
response operations. These lighting units are only eligible when: 1) they provide down-lighting or are
on light stanchions, 2) the stanchion height is no less than 12 feet, and 3) the light output is no less than
19,200 lumens. Ground level illumination is typically not eligible. Please contact PACIF Loss Control
if you need assistance finding a vendor for this equipment.
• General safety equipment such as flammable liquids cabinets; oily waste/shop rag containers; spill
containment pallets; and equipment related to lockout/tagout, fall protection, and machine guarding.
• Specific personal protective equipment (PPE): chain saw chaps and forestry helmets, welding
helmets and leathers, ballistic vests, ANSI Class 2 vests, and other Class 2 and Class 3 high visibility
outerwear. See section III B: Examples of Ineligible Requests for excluded PPE.
• Turnout gear, SCBA equipment, EMS clothing, and other emergency services protective gear
will only be allowed one time per member through this grant program. No repeat requests for a specific
type of emergency services protective gear will be eligible. For example, if turnout jackets and pants
are purchased one year, different gear such as helmets, boots, or gloves are eligible for reimbursement
in future years, but turnout jackets and pants will not be eligible again. For the purposes of this
requirement, turnout gear and EMS “protective gear” are considered to be the same. These requests are
further limited to a maximum reimbursement of $1,000, to give more members an opportunity to take
advantage of the grant program.
• Ergonomic office equipment such as office chairs, keyboards, adjustable keyboard trays, etc. There is
a maximum per item reimbursement amount of $300 for ergonomic office chairs. Additionally,
requests for ergonomic office equipment must be for an employee’s workstation. Requests for office
chairs or standing desks for common areas and conference rooms will be denied.
• Fuel nozzle shutoffs and breakaway hose valves for vehicle fuel systems.
• Trench protective systems such as trench boxes, shielding systems, and shoring.
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• Video cameras specifically designed for sewer pipeline inspection to prevent sewer backups.
• Centrally monitored building protection and/or security systems such as fire/smoke/heat/security
alarm systems and theft deterrents such as job boxes. Monthly monitoring fees are not eligible.
• Theft/vandalism deterrent video surveillance systems for buildings. Systems must be able to be
viewed via the internet or have proof of secure installation (or with the DVR located offsite) to prevent
unit theft. Video surveillance systems that record to DVRs only and have no internet access will only
be permitted if the member provides supporting evidence that the DVR is secured in a lockbox and
cannot be removed from the premises during a burglary.
• Equipment and/or facility upgrades and/or repairs noted in member-specific PACIF Loss
Control recommendations, except as otherwise prohibited. This includes the cost of professional
installation services such as use of a licensed electrician to address identified electrical hazards. In
some cases, the Awards Committee may approve partial funding for this type of improvement
depending on the severity of the hazard and the cost to remedy the issue. Building renovation costs are
not eligible.
• IT consultation services for cyber security risk assessments that are clearly focused on identifying
and prioritizing vulnerabilities in network and computer systems, software, backups, general IT
practices, etc. Computers or newer operating systems are not eligible. These requests are limited to
a maximum reimbursement up to $2,000.
B. Examples of ineligible requests. Note that this list is not all-inclusive.
 Radio communication equipment

 ADA compliance retrofitting

 Flashlights, back-up lighting, and strobe lights

 Emergency standby generators

 Portable gas meters for fire departments

 Portable ladders

 SpCO (carboxyhemoglobin) meters

 Speed bumps

 Early warning signs that are not fully MUTCD
complaint

 Gloves (except firefighter gloves or punctureresistant gloves for law enforcement)

 Power tools

 Central station monitoring fees

 Equipment repair

 Hard hats

 Permanent roadside traffic signage

 Automotive jacks and jack stands

 Electronic speed advisory signage

 First aid kits

 Emergency apparatus reflective markings

 Thermal imaging cameras

 Eye wash replacement solution

 Disposable PPE (footwear, safety glasses, etc.)

 Automatic emergency defibrillators (AEDs)

 Permit fees for renovations

 Mechanics’ tools and vehicle hoists

 Licensing fees

IV. APPLICATION GUIDELINES
Applications will be considered only when they meet the following requirements:
•

All applications must contain itemized vendor quotes and supporting information for all requested items.
See Section V of this document.
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•

Summarize the vendor’s quote information and write it in the application form. Indicate the cost per item
and the number of items requested. If you need additional room to list all items, use the optional
Itemization Worksheet.

•

Funding applied for or received from any other grant sources must be deducted from the cost of the
item(s) requested. The member’s net costs (after consideration of other grant monies) are still eligible for
reimbursement.

•

In the application, explain why individual requests are needed and how they will aid in reducing the
frequency and/or severity of workers’ compensation, property, auto, or liability insurance claims. This
justification is part of the committee review process, so it is important to provide thoughtful comments –
particularly if the request is not on the list of eligible or previously approved items.

•

All applications must be signed by a senior municipal official: mayor, municipal
manager/administrator, selectperson, or trustee. Department heads are NOT senior municipal officials.

•

All documents must be legible. Applications may be handwritten or completed electronically after
downloading the 2022 PACIF grant application form from www.vlct.org/resource/pacif-grants.
Electronic submissions are encouraged.

•

We strongly encourage you to use the Application Checklist (Section VII) to help determine whether you
are submitting a complete application. When in doubt, call us with questions.

•

Applications are accepted on a first come, first served basis. There is no guarantee that a grant will be
awarded or fully funded. The Awards Committee reserves the right to reject or modify awards based on
available funding and the individual merits of each application. High priced quotes will be subject to
extra review and even if eligible may only receive a partial award.

•

All applicants will receive an email containing either an award letter or a rejection letter indicating why
the application was rejected in whole or in part.

V. VENDOR QUOTES AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Applications must include actual copies of the vendor quotes with costs itemized. Illustrated product
literature must also be included to provide a clear visual representation and description of each item and to
confirm that each item meets applicable performance standards. We must clearly understand what you intend
to purchase.
•

PACIF may have preferred pricing or vendor information for certain equipment (e.g. sign packages,
cones, barricades, barrels, emergency scene lighting, and ice arena multi-gas meters). For sign packages,
barricades, cones, and related items, the State of Vermont Contract often provides the best pricing. The
main entry page to access this information is www.bgs.vermont.gov/purchasing-contracting/contractinfo/current#Highway Materials and Equipment. Please contact us if you have any questions or trouble
navigating the State website.

•

We encourage you to include shipping costs as part of your grant request. To do that, make sure your
vendor includes a shipping cost estimate in the quote you submit with your application.

•

The cost of professional installation of equipment is eligible. It is crucial that you obtain a quote or
estimate of these costs in advance and include that information in your application.

•

Requested equipment, PPE, and related items must meet applicable ANSI, ASTM, NFPA, or other
performance standards. Product literature must be included with the application to provide
documentation that the requested equipment or items meet applicable codes or standards. For
example:
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- Retroreflective clothing for highway department personnel must meet ANSI 107-2015 Type R
requirements for Class 2, Class 3, or Class E items. Public safety outerwear must meet the ANSI 2072011 as a minimum, but ANSI 107-2015 Type P garments must be used if available.
- Eye wash stations must indicate compliance with ANSI Z-358.1-2009 for flow rate.
- Traffic control and related equipment, signage, etc. must comply with MUTCD 2009.
- Firefighting and EMS garments and related equipment must comply with the most current edition of
NFPA standards (e.g. NFPA 1951, 1971, 1977, and 1999) that apply to the garment use. Gear
selection must match intended use and expected exposure.
•

If the committee believes the quoted cost is exorbitant, we reserve the right to request an alternative quote
for that item or to reduce the award. This can be avoided by the member seeking competitive quotes for
all items before submitting the application.

VI. OBTAINING REIMBURSEMENT AFTER THE PURCHASE
2022 grant awards are valid for six months from the date of the award letter. After that time, they
expire. Unused grants expire immediately if a member leaves PACIF, and the former member will not be
eligible for reimbursement unless documentation confirms that the purchases were made while the
municipality was still a member of PACIF.
After your municipality has received written confirmation of the grant and has purchased all desired
qualifying equipment and/or services within the required timeframe, you must provide proof of purchase
and payment in order to obtain reimbursement.
•

All purchased items must be identical to or of equivalent or superior quality to items that were approved
in the application process; otherwise, they may not qualify for reimbursement. Substituting lesser quality
items may result in no reimbursement for those items. If substitutions are contemplated, please
contact PACIF prior to making the purchase to ensure that you can receive the reimbursement amount
you are expecting.

•

The grant program will reimburse up to 100% of the member’s final (net) costs, with a maximum
reimbursement of $10,000. Monies anticipated or received from other grant sources will be deducted
before PACIF calculates its award.

•

Awards are made on a “per item” basis: if items are not purchased, reimbursement is not due. Therefore,
purchasing fewer items than what was proposed in the application will result in a reduction of your final
reimbursement. If actual expenditures on approved items exceed the quoted costs, reimbursement will not
exceed 100 percent of the quoted costs for those items. If the actual purchase costs are less than the
quoted costs, the reimbursement will be up to 100% of the actual cost of the items.

•

Grant funds not spent on equipment that was in the grant application may not be reallocated to purchase
other equipment, unless specific approval has been obtained from PACIF in writing.

•

To obtain reimbursement, send the following documentation for all items purchased:
- A clear description of the items purchased with cost per item and shipping costs clearly shown.
- Vendor invoice(s).
- Proof of payment in the form of a copy of the cleared check(s) used to pay for equipment and/or
services. Ideally, the check(s) should reference the vendor’s invoice #.
- For fire and security systems, include evidence that the system is centrally monitored. For onsite
DVR/video surveillance systems, submit evidence that the DVR is securely located.

•

Submit the above documentation to VLCT Attn: Adam Davis by email, fax, or mail.
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•

A member that received a grant but let it expire without use will not be eligible to participate in the
subsequent year’s grant program. This is intended to discourage members from tying up funds that
could have been awarded and used by other members.

VII. APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Before you send your application, please use the following checklist to help ensure that your application
won’t encounter administrative snags. This is a tool for you: do not send it with your application. If you
answer “No” to any question, review the application and these guidelines to make sure you qualify for the
program and that all requirements have been met — or please contact us for assistance.
Pre-Application Evaluation Checklist

Yes

No

1. Is your municipality currently a PACIF member?
2. Have you read all of the grant guidelines?
3. Are requests for equipment from different municipal departments consolidated into a
single application?
4. If a PACIF Grant was awarded to your municipality in 2021, has it been spent and the
reimbursement received?
5. Has your municipality committed funds for this purchase?
6. Does the equipment itemization section of the application have clear item descriptions,
including ANSI or other certification data (for PPE), and cost per item information,
including the cost of professional installation (if appropriate)?
7. Has your municipality addressed all high priority recommendations that it received
between 1/1/2020 and the date on which you are applying? It is important to check with
all municipal departments, including the volunteer fire department if it is covered by
PACIF. If the answer to this question is no, your organization is ineligible for a PACIF
grant. Contact Loss Control for guidance and assistance.
8. Has your municipality addressed at least 50 percent of all loss control
recommendations that it received between 1/1/2020 and now? It is important to check
with all municipal departments, including the volunteer fire department if it is covered
by PACIF. If not, your grant may be reduced from 100 percent to 80 percent of the
approved cost. Contact Loss Control for guidance and assistance.
9. If any item is not on the list of previously approved items (see Section III A above),
have you contacted a member of the PACIF Loss Control team to discuss the item?
10. Have you obtained a vendor quote for shipping and included the cost in the application?
11. Have you included vendor quotes and product descriptions as part of your application?
12. Is the expected reimbursement total more than $200?
13. Have you provided appropriate contact information, including email addresses, in case
we need to obtain additional information about the application or requested equipment?
14. Has the application been signed by a senior municipal official (i.e. mayor, municipal
manager/administrator, or Selectboard/Trustee member)? Department heads are not
senior municipal officials.

We encourage you to discuss your proposed purchases with your Loss Control Consultant. Additionally,
Adam Davis is available to answer questions and assist with the application process. He can be reached at
800-649-7915, ext. 1921 or adavis@vlct.org.
VLCT PACIF, Attn: Adam Davis, 89 Main St., Suite 4, Montpelier, Vermont 05602-2948 Fax: 802-229-2211
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10.f.1

Town of Londonderry, VT

FY 2023 Budget Review
Budget

Suggested changes from Town Administrator

FY 2022
Approved

Salaries
Town Administrator (Shane)
Town Assessor (Jeremiah)
Minutes Taker

FY 2023
Existing

1/31/2022

FY 2022-23 Change
$
%

59,000
55,000
-

60,000
55,000
-

1,000
-

1.7%
0.0%
N/A

-

4,800

4,800

100.0%

Development Review Board
ZA Salary (Will)

25,000

25,000

-

Hazardous Waste
Wages (Esther)

13,000

13,000

1,200

1,200

153,200

159,000

Planning Commission
Administrative Assistant

Conservation Commission
Salaries
TOTALS

FY2023
Proposed
Rounded
5.0%
61,950
62,000
57,750
57,800
4,000
4,000

FY 2022-23 Change
$
%
3,000
2,800
4,000

4.8%
4.8%
N/A

Notes
Budget 5% increase
Budget 5% increase
New position funded

-

-

-

N/A

0.0%

26,250

26,300

1,300

4.9%

Budget 5% increase

-

0.0%

13,650

13,700

700

5.1%

Budget 5% increase

-

0.0%

-

-

5,800

3.6%

163,600

163,800

(1,200)

N/A

10,600

6.5%

New position NOT added

Existing position eliminated

NOTE: All positions have related insurance and/or benefit expenses not accounted for in this spreadsheet
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Town of Londonderry, Vermont
Conservation Commission

10.f.2

MINUTES
Thursday, February 17, 2022, 5 pm
Meeting Location: Rugg Valley Landscaping
South Londonderry
Present: Irwin Kuperberg, Helen Hamman, Gary Hedman, Jane MacKugler, Stephen Swinburne (via
zoom), Mark Wright, Sunny Wright and (visitor) Patrick Kitchen (via zoom)
1) The meeting was called to order at 5:05 pm
2) To accommodate the presentation, the New Business item on pollinators has been moved to the
beginning of the meeting.
3) The January 2022 minutes were approved after a motion by Helen Hamman which was seconded
by Jane MacKugler.
4) New Business-Pollinators
Patrick Kitchen of Bee The Change presented the work of the Town Pollinator Project, which
hopes to promote the creation of new pollinator fields in every Vermont towns. Following his visit
we decided that Londonderry should participate in this program. We will invite Bee the Change to
give a live presentation on pollinators to the community this April and follow through to join their
program
5) Old Business
A) West River Trail signage – We are continuing to wait hold off until warmer weather
B) One Londonderry Trail Project- There was considerable discussion on the proposed
Shamburg Forest trail project with a number of concerns raised. We will present One
Londonderry with a memorandum outlining our concerns and invite them to review
them with us on a walkthrough of the property in the Spring.
C) Events
i. Owls- No update
ii. Wetlands-Irwin discussed the planned Vermont Wetlands mapping project and
suggested it would be a good jumping off point for an informational meeting on
wetlands. He will follow up on getting a speaker.
iii. Jumping Worms- Helen will work on setting up the presentation in March or early
April, with plans to include the Vermont Gardeners.
iv. Pollinators- See 4) above. Planned for April.
6) New Business
A) Proposed change to administrative assistant job description
Irwin discussed Shane’s proposal that there be a unified admin position for all the
town boards. It was agreed that this would be acceptable as long as the new position
included the job description of the LCC admin position.
B) Review of LCC roles and responsibilities- It was decided that this was an important
topic that merited a stand alone meeting so we will do this on Thursday, February 24.

7) Wildlife Sightings
Purple finches, robins, blue jays, barred owl, deer, coyote, fisher cat, porcupine.

Special meeting to take place on Thursday, February 24, 2022 at 5pm.
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10.g

Town of Londonderry, VT

American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

2/2/2022

Requests for Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (SLFRF)

Submittal
Date
Requester
10/15/2021 Neighborhood Connections

10/18/2021 My Community Nurse Project

11/3/2021 Tammy Clough

1/3/2022 West River Montessori School

1/19/2022 One Londonderry

Board
Reviewed
Amount
11/1/2021 $ 50,000

Project Description
General organizational operating funds

Hire additional part-time nurse, and
contribution to Emergency/Urgent Need Fund

10/18/2021 $

25,000

Business impacts of COVID-19 pandemic on
Mike & Tammy's Main Street Market and Deli

11/15/2021 $

10,000

Roof replacement
Drainage and decks
Windows and doors
Exterior protections
Boiler/hot water system
Foam insulation
Hire consultant to conduct a community
housing study

1/10/2022 $
$
$
$
$

39,000
37,000
26,000
16,000
9,000 WRMS total
$ 127,000
TBD
1/24/2022 $ 23,000

TOTALS

Available Funds
Non-entitlement unit of government funds
County distribution funds
Totals

$ 235,000

2021
86,681
160,841
247,522

2022
86,681
160,841
247,522

Totals
173,363
321,681
495,044
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10.i.1

Shane O’Keefe
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

David Carpenter <davidc@greenlanterndevelopment.com>
Wednesday, January 26, 2022 12:24 PM
Shane O’Keefe
Tom Cavanagh; Robert Fisher, Esq.; Scott Buckley; Jody Schroeder; Seth Goddard; Peter Edlund; Alan
Pratt
RE: [EXTERNAL] RE: Draft lease for Londonderry GLC Solar project - additional followup
2022-01-25 PFD Cover Letter from J Marren.pdf; 2022-01-25 Proposal for Decision.pdf;
22-01-0290A-500132.pdf; 22-01-0290A-cover.pdf; Londonderry GLC Solar_248 Site Plan_REVB
012522.pdf; Overall Plan_Updated 012022.pdf
High

Hi Shane, sorry for the delay in response – end of year buried us,
contracted COVID, and then we were trying to close an $11 million loan for a project that concluded last week, so I have
finally been able to turn my attention back to this. My apologies!
As you may have seen yesterday, the PUC Hearing Officer issued a “Proposal for Decision” in the Londonderry GLC Solar
case, which is a proposed final order for the Commission’s review that will serve as the basis for the final order and the
Certificate of Public Good. I have attached for your convenience, I believe the Town as an intervenor would have
received a copy as well. Also yesterday we received the Letter of Map Amendment from FEMA, which I have also
attached.
I also understand you have been very helpful to our construction team, and I am appreciative.
As for the decommissioning section, I’d offer the following.
 The current end-of-life (year 20) decommissioning cost is estimated to be roughly $30,000.
 The current end-of-life (year 20) salvage value of the array’s steel structural components and the copper wiring
is estimated to be roughly $15,000.
 Green Lantern will pay the Town a lump sum of $15,000 upon completion of construction and the Town can put
it in an escrow fund for decommissioning and hold it until the end of the Lease and completion of
decommissioning. Upon successful decommissioning of the array, the Town can pay back that $15,000 and keep
the interest.
Perhaps at this time the most efficient thing is for me to send back a revised lease for review by your counsel.
Again, thanks a ton for your patience, with PUC approval looking like it’s imminent and the floodway issue taken care of,
we are looking forward to getting this project underway this year!
Best regards,
DC
David G. Carpenter
General Counsel, Green Lantern Development, LLC
Director of Development, Green Lantern Solar
davidc@greenlanterndevelopment.com
(802) 282-2174

1
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Decommissioning Solar
Panel Systems

10.i.2

Information for local governments and landowners on the
decommissioning of large-scale solar panel systems.

Solar Guidebook for Local Governments
NYSERDA 17 Columbia Circle Albany, NY 12203
147
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Overview
We provide information for local governments and landowners on the
decommissioning of large-scale solar panel systems through the topics
of decommissioning plans and costs and financial and non-financial
mechanisms in land-lease agreements.
As local governments develop solar regulations and landowners negotiate
land leases, it is important to understand the options for decommissioning
solar panel systems and restoring project sites to their original status.
From a land use perspective, solar panel systems are generally considered large-scale when they constitute the
primary use of the land and can range from less than one acre in urban areas to 10 or more acres in rural areas.
Depending on where they are sited, large-scale solar projects can have habitat, farmland, and aesthetic impacts.
As a result, large-scale systems must often adhere to specific development standards.

1. Abandonment and Decommissioning
Abandonment occurs when a solar array is inactive for a certain period of time.


• Abandonment requires that solar panel systems be removed after a specified period of time if they are no longer in
use. Local governments establish timeframes for the removal of abandoned systems based on aesthetics, system size
and complexity, and location. For example, the Town of Geneva, NY, defines a solar panel system as abandoned if
construction has not started within 18 months of site plan approval, or if the completed system has been nonoperational
for more than one year.22


• Once a local government determines a solar panel system is abandoned and has provided thirty (30) days prior written
notice to the owner it can take enforcement actions, including imposing civil penalties/fines, and removing the system
and imposing a lien on the property to recover associated costs.
Decommissioning is the process for removing an abandoned solar panel system and remediating the land.


• When describing requirements for decommissioning sites, it is possible to specifically require the removal of
infrastructure, disposal of any components, and the stabilization and re-vegetation of the site.

1.1

Decommissioning Plans

Local governments may require having a plan in place to remove solar panel systems at the end of their lifecycle, which
is typically 20-40 years. A decommissioning plan outlines required steps to remove the system, dispose of or recycle its
components, and restore the land to its original state. Plans may also include an estimated cost schedule and a form of
decommissioning security (see Table 1).

22

Town of Geneva, N.Y. CODE § 130-4(D)(5) (2016):

149
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1.2

Estimated Cost of Decommissioning

Given the potential costs of decommissioning and land reclamation, it is reasonable for landowners and local governments
to proactively consider system removal guarantees. A licensed professional engineer, preferably with solar development
experience, can estimate decommissioning costs, which vary across the United States. Decommissioning costs will vary
depending upon project size, location, and complexity. Table 1 provides an estimate of potential decommissioning costs
for a ground-mounted 2-MW solar panel system. Figures are based on estimates from the Massachusetts solar market.
Decommissioning costs for a New York solar installation may differ. Some materials from solar installations may be recycled,
reused, or even sold resulting in no costs or compensation. Consider allowing a periodic reevaluation of decommissioning
costs during the project’s lifetime by a licensed professional engineer, as costs could decrease, and the required payment
should be reduced accordingly.
Table 1: Sample list of decommissioning tasks and estimated costs

Tasks

Estimated Cost ($)

Remove Rack Wiring

$2,459

Remove Panels

$2,450

Dismantle Racks

$12,350

Remove Electrical Equipment

$1,850

Breakup and Remove Concrete Pads or Ballasts

$1,500

Remove Racks

$7,800

Remove Cable

$6,500

Remove Ground Screws and Power Poles

$13,850

Remove Fence

$4,950

Grading

$4,000

Seed Disturbed Areas
Truck to Recycling Center

$250
$2,250

Current Total

$60,200

Total After 20 Years (2.5% inflation rate)

$98,900

2. Ensuring Decommissioning
Landowners and local governments can ensure appropriate decommissioning and reclamation by using financial and
regulatory mechanisms. However, these mechanisms come with tradeoffs. Including decommissioning costs in the upfront
price of solar projects increases overall project costs, which could discourage solar development. As a result, solar
developers are sometimes hesitant to provide or require financial surety for decommissioning costs.
It is also important to note that many local governments choose to require a financial mechanism for decommissioning. Although
similar to telecommunications installations, there is no specific authority to do so as part of a land use approval for solar projects
(see Table 2). Therefore, a local government should consult their municipal attorney when evaluating financial mechanisms.

150
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The various financial and regulatory mechanisms to decommission projects are detailed below.
Table 2: Relevant Provisions of General City, Town, and Village Laws Relating to Municipal Authority to Require Conditions, Waivers,
and Financial Mechanisms

Site Plan Review

General City Law

Town Law

Village

Conditions

27-a (4)

274-a (4)

7-725-a (4)

Waivers

27-a (5)

274-a (5)

7-725-a (5)

Performance bond or other security

27-a (7)

274-a (7)

7-725-a (7)

Subdivision

General City Law

Town Law

Village Law

Waivers

33 (7)

277 (7)

7-730 (7)

Performance bond or other security

33 (8)

277 (9)

7-730 (9)

Special

General City Law

Town Law

Village Law

Conditions

27-b (4)

274-b (4)

7-725-b (4)

Waivers

27-b (5)

274-b (5)

7-725-b (5

Source: Referenced citations may be viewed using the NYS Laws of New York Online
Excerpts from these statutes are also contained within the “Guide to Planning and Zoning Laws of New York State,” New York State Division of Local
Governments Services, June 2011: https://www.dos.ny.gov/lg/publications/Guide_to_planning_and_zoning_laws.pdf

2.1

Financial mechanisms

Decommissioning Provisions in Land-Lease Agreements. If a decommission plan is required, public or private landowners
should make sure a decommissioning clause is included in the land-lease agreement. This clause may depend on the
decommissioning preferences of the landowner and the developer. The clause could require the solar project developer
to remove all equipment and restore the land to its original condition after the end of the contract, or after generation drops
below a certain level, or it could offer an option for the landowner to buy-out and continue to use the equipment to generate
electricity. The decommissioning clause should also address abandonment and the possible failure of the developer to
comply with the decommissioning plan. This clause could allow for the landowner to pay for removal of the system or pass
the costs to the developer.
Decommissioning Trusts or Escrow Accounts. Solar developers can establish a cash account or trust fund for
decommissioning purposes. The developer makes a series of payments during the project’s lifecycle until the fund reaches
the estimated cost of decommissioning. Landowners or third-party financial institutions can manage these accounts. Terms on
individual payment amounts and frequency can be included in the land lease.
Removal or Surety Bonds. Solar developers can provide decommissioning security in the form of bonds to guarantee the
availability of funds for system removal. The bond amount equals the decommissioning and reclamation costs for the entire
system. The bond must remain valid until the decommissioning obligations have been met. Therefore, the bond must be
renewed or replaced if necessary to account for any changes in the total decommissioning cost.
Letters of credit. A letter of credit is a document issued by a bank that assures landowners a payment up to a specified
amount, given that certain conditions have been met. In the case that the project developer fails to remove the system,
the landowner can claim the specified amount to cover decommissioning costs. A letter of credit should clearly state the
conditions for payment, supporting documentation landowners must provide, and an expiration date. The document must be
continuously renewed or replaced to remain effective until obligations under the decommissioning plan are met.
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2.2

Nonfinancial mechanisms

Local governments can establish nonfinancial decommissioning requirements as part of the law. Provisions for
decommissioning large-scale solar panel systems are similar to those regulating telecommunications installations, such as
cellular towers and antennas. The following options may be used separately or together.


• Abandonment and Removal Clause. Local governments can include in their zoning code an abandonment and removal
clause for solar panel systems. These cases effectively become zoning enforcement matters where project owners can
be mandated to remove the equipment via the imposition of civil penalties and fines, and/or by imposing a lien on the
property to recover the associated costs. To be most effective, these regulations should be very specific about the length
of time that constitutes abandonment. Establishing a timeframe for the removal of a solar panel system can be based on
system aesthetics, size, location, and complexity. Local governments should include a high degree of specificity when
defining “removal” to avoid ambiguity and potential conflicts


• Special Permit Application. A local government may also mandate through its zoning code that a decommissioning plan be
submitted by the solar developer as part of a site plan or special permit application. Having such a plan in place allows the local
government, in cases of noncompliance, to place a lien on the property to pay for the costs of removal and remediation.


• Temporary Variance/Special Permit Process. As an alternative to requiring a financial mechanism as part of a land
use approval, local governments could employ a temporary variance/special permit process (effectively a re- licensing
system). Under this system, the locality would issue a special permit or variance for the facility for a term of 20 or more
years; once expired (and if not renewed), the site would no longer be in compliance with local zoning, and the locality
could then use their regular zoning enforcement authority to require the removal of the facility.

2.3

Examples of abandonment and decommissioning provisions

The New York State Model Solar Energy Law provides model language for abandonment and decommissioning provisions in
the Model Law section of this Guidebook.
The following provide further examples that are intended to be illustrative and do not confer an endorsement of content:


• Town of Geneva, N.Y., § 130-4(D): ecode360 .com/28823382


• Town of Olean, N.Y., § 10.25.5: https://www.cityofolean.org/council/minutes/ccmin2015-04-14.pdf

2.4

Checklist for Decommissioning Plans

The following items are often addressed in decommissioning plans requirements:


• Defined conditions upon which decommissioning will be initiated (i.e., end of land lease, no operation for 12 months, prior
written notice to facility owner, etc.).


• Removal of all nonutility owned equipment, conduit, structures, fencing, roads, and foundations.


• Restoration of property to condition prior to solar development.


• The timeframe for completion of decommissioning activities.


• Description of any agreement (e.g., lease) with landowner regarding decommissioning.


• The party responsible for decommissioning.


• Plans for updating the decommissioning plan.


• Before final electrical inspection, provide evidence that the decommissioning plan was recorded with the Register of Deeds.

Questions?
If you have any questions regarding the decommissioning of solar panels, please email questions to cleanenergyhelp@
nyserda.ny.gov or request free technical assistance at nyserda.ny.gov/SolarGuidebook. The NYSERDA team looks forward to
partnering with communities across the state to help them meet their solar energy goals.
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Notice
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Executive Summary

Responsible and cost-effective dissolution of photovoltaic (PV) system hardware at the end of
the performance period has emerged as an important business and environmental consideration.
Alternatives include extending the performance period and existing contracts for power
purchase, lease, and utility interconnect; refurbishing the plant by correcting any deficiencies;
repowering the plant with new PV modules and inverters; or decommissioning the plant and
removing all the hardware from the site. Often key decisions are made very early in the project
development and might require decommissioning by some certain date after the end of a power
purchase agreement. To “abandon in place” is not an alternative acceptable to landowners and
regulators, so any financial prospectus should include costs associated with decommissioning,
even if those costs are deferred by extending operations, refurbishment, or repowering.
Decommissioning costs are driven by regulations regarding the handling and disposal of waste,
with reuse and recycling of PV modules and other components preferred as a way to reduce both
costs and environmental impact. Each alternative is discussed with order-of-magnitude costs, and
recommendations are provided considering site-specific details of that situation, such as
estimated costs to refurbish or repower, projected revenue from continued operations, and tax
considerations.
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Introduction

A photovoltaic (PV) power generation project involves design, construction, and operation of a
PV power plant over a performance period of 20–30 years. The duration of a financial
prospectus or power purchase agreement (PPA) often determines the expected performance
period. This paper investigates alternatives at the end of that performance period: extending the
performance period and refurbishing, repowering, or decommissioning the system, as well as
laws that can limit these options. The installation of PV systems has grown exponentially, with
an estimated 20,000 MW of capacity to be installed in the United States in 2020 (Feldman,
O’Shaughnessy, and Margolis 2020). At approximately 60 metric tons of PV modules per
megawatt (IRENA 2016), modules installed in 2020 will eventually result in more than 1
million tons of PV modules to be managed for reuse or disposal. Because sustainability is a
major driver behind the PV market, PV plant owners and operators would like disposal waste to
be minimized and managed properly. To “abandon in place” an inoperative system is not
acceptable to landowners or local authorities. Concerned by the magnitude of the disposal
waste, many environmental management authorities are already promulgating regulations
requiring the proper handling, storage, and final disposition of PV system waste.
A nascent industry is turning this liability into a business opportunity. New companies are
specializing in services such as resale of used PV modules and parts, decommissioning, and
recycling. These services are an important and growing part of the PV industry. Donations of
used PV modules for redeployment by legitimate charitable entities might even be eligible for a
tax deduction, increasing the appeal of a repowering proposal. Strategies to reduce waste
include increasing plant efficiency to reduce the number of modules required and enhancing
maintenance to reduce early failures and extend module lifetimes; reusing modules through
refurbishment and for use in lower value applications; and recycling to recover embodied
materials.
Issues that arise and costs that are incurred at the end of a PV project life cycle should be
considered at the earliest stages of project planning and in the financial prospectus for the
project. Often decisions are delayed until the future, but this frequently leaves one of the
remaining project parties with additional, end-of-life costs. In cases where contracts did not
address end-of-performance-period issues, it is recommended to prepare plans and modify
contracts to deal with decommissioning. Contracts such as land leases might be extended if both
parties agree or terminated at the end of their term by one party. Utility interconnection
agreements and permits to operate might be renewed, renegotiated, or terminated. A PPA might
be extended, modified, or terminated. Ownership of the system might change (tax rules might
require this sale at fair market value to avoid looking like an installment purchase rather than
lease or power purchase agreement). Alternatives for a PV system physical plant at the end of
the performance period include extending existing contracts and operations and refurbishing,
repowering, or decommissioning the system.
If the PV system is owned by the building owner, the system might continue to deliver power
past the expected performance period, but declining performance or the end of a contract will be
a trigger for the site owner to consider refurbishing, repowering, or decommissioning it. At any
time in a project life, a severe storm might cause enough damage to compel the same decisions

1
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as those faced by owners of old systems. The need to reroof a building is another trigger, with
many owners finding it more cost-effective to remove the older system and install a new one
rather than reinstall the old equipment. (Many contractors also refuse to offer or warrant
reinstallation of old equipment.) Manufacturing defects or breakage in shipping or installation
are other reasons that modules are disposed.
This paper describes the need to plan early in project development, issues to consider at the end
of the performance period, and the pros and cons of alternatives. It also includes
recommendations for system owners, asset managers, and industry service providers.
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1 Alternatives at the End of the Performance Period

Alternatives that arise at the end of the expected performance period of a PV plant include
extending contracts and operations for an additional period, making an investment to refurbish
the system to correct deficiencies, repowering the system with new PV modules and inverters,
or decommissioning and removing a system from the site.
1. Extending the performance period: If a system is operational and has not suffered
extensive damage, it might be possible to continue operations past the original planned
performance period. This could involve:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Extending the PPA
Extending the utility interconnection agreement—if it was of limited term
Extending any operating permits or land-use permits that will expire
Possibly transferring system ownership (title) to the site owner or to a third party
Acknowledging that the system will have suffered degradation in performance
that will continue and could accelerate as the equipment ages
F. Recognizing that operation-and-maintenance (O&M) costs will increase for the
aging equipment—perhaps to unaffordable amounts as spare parts become
unavailable.

2. Refurbishing the System: Refurbishing a system that been inspected and repaired
involves:
A. Performing detailed physical and electrical inspections and testing to identify any
problems
B. Fixing any deficiencies, including replacing failed components
C. Replacing parts of an old system that might become increasingly hard to find and
expensive
D. Acknowledging that staff might not have expertise with older equipment,
software, and maintenance procedures
E. Recognizing that there can be no upgrade of capabilities or standards
F. Assuming that the cost for refurbishing could be approximately $500/kW. 1 If the
system has suffered storm damage, the cost could exceed $750/kW1 (from an
example with 30% of the modules replaced).
G. Accepting that the intent of the refurbishment might be to operate the system for
an additional 10 or 15 years
H. Recognizing that PV modules have degraded and will continue to degrade.
Necessary repairs often include replacing failed modules with compatible PV modules;
replacing inverter parts or perhaps entire inverters as well as gaskets and closures on
cabinets; replacing broken fuse holders and obtaining new fuses; repairing racks,
including eroded piles; reinstalling wire management ties; replacing tracking parts (if in
original design); removing vegetation, including large trees; enhancing ground cover
and storm water runoff; and reinspecting or recommissioning a refurbished system.

1

Based on the authors’ experience assessing PV systems on a military base in Colorado
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Refurbishment could also involve rearranging series strings of PV modules to contain
only good modules and rearranging inverter connections to use only good strings, thus
“cannibalizing” a poorly performing system into a smaller but well-performing system.
For example, following a hailstorm in Colorado that damaged 30% of the PV modules in
a PV system that consisted of 96 PV modules and two inverters, the author
recommended rearranging and optimizing the two arrays, fully powering one of the two
15-kW inverters, disposing of the broken modules, and saving the second inverter as a
spare.
3. Repowering the System: Rebuilding or replacing the power source of a power plant
involves:
A. Redesigning to accommodate new design objectives related to power,
maintainability, safety, and security
B. Installing a new PV array to take advantage of the improved efficiency, thermal
degradation, and physical strength of new PV modules
C. Installing one or more new inverters to take advantage of advanced control
capabilities and the reliability of new technology
D. Leveraging existing land-use, permitting, utility interconnections, and favorable
power purchase prices or incentives to improve the prospects compared to a new
PV project
E. Recognizing that the cost of repowering could be from $1,000/kW to $1,500/kW.
Repowering often carries a cost of 80% of the total plant value ($1,600 to
$2,000, NREL 2020), to be eligible for the Investment Tax Credit per the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS 2018)
F. Acknowledging that repowering could allow operations to continue for an
additional 20 years or more.
Repowering results in a PV system that is new in almost all respects. The advantage of
repowering over constructing a new plant is in the existing land-use permit and lease and
savings in the site selection, utility interconnection, and civil works—such as access
road and grading—and perhaps reuse of any buildings, equipment pads, or foundations
on-site.
4. Decommissioning: Removing a plant from active service and rendering it to a safe and
final state involves:
A. Removing the PV array
B. Removing the balance-of-plant (such as racks, foundations, and enclosures)
C. Restoring the land or roof to its original condition or adapting it to a new use,
such as a parking lot
D. Recognizing that the costs of decommissioning could be from $300/kw to
$440/kW, with the difference being a credit of $40/kW if the PV modules can be
repurposed and resold versus a cost of $100/kW to recycle the modules (Barbosa
2020).

4
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Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of End-of-Performance Period Alternatives. (Existing
arrangements refer to power purchase, land use, and utility interconnection contracts.)
Alternative

Extend

Refurbish

Repower

Decommission

Advantage

Defers disposal
costs

Restores some
lost performance

Enhances
performance with
new technology

No capital
investment

Leverages
existing plant and
arrangements

Frees land and
other assets for
subsequent use
Discontinues
expenses

Leverages
existing
arrangements

Disadvantage

Leverages
existing
infrastructure and
arrangements
Low maintenance
costs

Degraded
performance

Some capital
investment

High
maintenance
costs

High
maintenance
costs

Higher capital
investment

Incurs
decommission
costs
Forfeits existing
arrangements
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2 Standards and Regulatory Considerations

Decisions regarding alternatives at the end of the performance period are often limited by
regulations that arise in project development and that are promulgated by local city, town, and
county laws related to plan reviews, construction permits, permits to operate, land-use permits,
community planning and zoning, and others. Such laws often include conditions that must be
met at the end of the performance period in connection with the issuance of permits by the
authority having jurisdiction; waivers of some requirements; and possibly language that requires
financial mechanisms to be in place—such as a performance bond or other surety—to ensure
that a financial resource is available for the final disposition of the system, even if the original
parties are not able to perform it (e.g., have gone out of business) (NYSERDA 2020).
Decommissioning mandates might require approved decommissioning plans to be included in
the initial approval for construction and operation.
Other regulations regard handling waste. Whether refurbishing, repowering, or
decommissioning, system owners and operators recognize and evaluate material management
options for PV modules and system components. Owners and operators observe the laws that
apply to their specific jurisdiction in determining the best end-of-performance-period option.
Management options for retired and end-of-life PV system materials include reusing, repairing
for reuse, recycling, storing, and disposing. System owners consider the financial and legal
liability associated with each material management option. Federal, state, and local laws or
regulations might mandate a specific management disposition for PV system material, such as
PV modules, and they might also mandate specific handling, transportation, and storage
requirements for PV modules and other system components that carry civil and criminal
liabilities for noncompliance. In the absence of federal, state, or local laws or regulations,
voluntary industry standards (detailed below) could also provide a roadmap to reuse or recycle
PV system materials (Curtis et al. 2021a).

2.1 Reusing and Repairing for Reuse Regulatory Considerations

The reuse and repair for reuse of PV modules and system components might be limited for use
in new systems by state and local interconnection, fire, building, electric, and equipment
regulations in certain applications. For example, some U.S. jurisdictions—such as California,
Independent System Operator – New England, and Hawaii—that have incorporated the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 1547 equipment standard and the UL 1741 testing
standard into their interconnection regulations may effectively prohibit the reuse of older PV
modules for grid-tied rooftop and ground-mounted applications if they do not use smart
inverters or if the design is otherwise out of compliance (Curtis et al. 2021a; IEEE 2018).
Similarly, state and local fire and building regulations might also impact the reuse of PV
modules and system components for certain grid-tied rooftop applications. For example, U.S.
jurisdictions that have adopted Section 1509.7.2 of the International Code Council’s
International Building Code as a fire and building regulation, such as California, can effectively
prohibit the reuse of older PV modules that do not meet the same fire rating classification as the
roof covering (Curtis et al. 2021a). In certain jurisdictions, state and local electrical regulations
can also prohibit the reuse of PV modules and other system components, such as inverters in
rooftop and building-mounted grid-tied and off-grid applications. For example, jurisdictions that
have adopted the National Fire Protection Association’s National Electric Code Section 690.12
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as regulation would prohibit the reuse of PV modules and/or inverters that are not
equipped/updated rapid-shutdown devices (Curtis et al. 2021a; CESA 2017).

2.2 Recycling and Disposal Regulatory Considerations

Retired and end-of-life PV modules and system components that are not reused are subject to
federal, state, and local solid waste requirements (Curtis et al. 2021a; Curtis et al. 2021b; 42
U.S.C. § 6903(27); 40 C.F.R. § 261.2(e)(1)(ii)). Specifically, retired and end-of-life PV
modules and system components accumulated or stored before recycling or disposal, and those
being recycled or disposed of may be regulated as solid waste or potentially hazardous waste
pursuant to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) (40 C.F.R. §§
261.2(a)-(c); 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27); 40 C.F.R. § 261.2(e)(ii)). RCRA is the federal law that
regulates solid and hazardous waste in the United States, and solid waste regulated under RCRA
is defined as “discarded material” to include materials “disposed of,” “burned or incinerated,” or
“recycled” or “accumulated, stored, or treated before or in lieu of being disposed of” (40 C.F.R.
§§ 261.2(a)-(c); 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27); 40 C.F.R. § 261.2(e)(ii)). Studying the bill of materials
and literature might indicate if a PV module contains hazardous materials, and it can be
determined by testing.
2.2.1 Regulatory Exclusions from the Definition of Solid Waste
Depending on the jurisdiction, certain regulatory exclusions might apply for PV system
materials that are recycled. The federal RCRA program outlines a few regulator exclusions
specific to the type of materials being recycled, the recycling process being used, and how the
recovered resources are used (Curtis et al. 2021a). For example, the ballasts and frames from a
PV system might fall under a scrap metal exclusion if that material is recycled (Curtis et al.
2021a; 40 C.F.R. § 261.4(a)(13)). In addition, PV system material that is transferred for
reclamation in the United States or exported from the United States for reclamation, provided
certain regulatory requirements are met, might also be excluded from RCRA regulations (Curtis
et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. §§ 261.4(a)(24)-(25)). Note that not all states have adopted these federal
RCRA program exclusions. Almost all states that administer their own hazardous waste
programs pursuant to RCRA have the authority to include requirements beyond the federal
RCRA program, and therefore they might choose not to adopt the federal RCRA exclusions
(EPA 2019a; EPA 2019b).
2.2.2 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Hazardous Waste Determination
If an exclusion, exemption, or other provision does not apply, PV system materials meeting the
definition of solid waste might also be regulated as hazardous waste if they exhibit one or more
hazardous characteristics. For example, PV modules might contain materials (e.g., cadmium,
telluride, and lead) that at times have been reported to exceed U.S. federal- or state-mandated
toxicity thresholds, subjecting those modules to hazardous waste regulation.
PV system owners and operators are obligated under federal and state RCRA regulations to
determine if their end-of-life PV modules exhibit a hazardous characteristic. They might
determine if the modules are hazardous through “acceptable knowledge” or through testing.
Examples of acceptable knowledge include “process knowledge (e.g., information about
chemical feedstocks and other inputs to the production process); knowledge of products, byproducts, and intermediates produced by the manufacturing process; chemical or physical
7
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characterization of wastes; information on the chemical and physical properties of the chemicals
used or produced by the process or otherwise contained in the waste; testing that illustrates the
properties of the waste; other reliable and relevant information about the properties of the waste
or its constituents” (Curtis et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. §261.11(d)(1)). If adequate knowledge is not
apparent, the PV system owner must test the PV module, using an approved testing method, to
determine if it is hazardous. Currently, the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP)
is the main federally approved testing method used to determine if a PV module exceeds
toxicity thresholds triggering hazardous waste regulation (Curtis et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. §§
262.11, 261.24). Note that the TCLP has led to varying results—even when testing the same
make and model of a PV module, the results seem largely dependent on the sampling location,
removal method used, and the laboratory used to analyze the results (Curtis et al. 2021a; Leslie
2018). States with the authority to administer their own hazardous waste program might also
implement more stringent testing requirements. For example, in California, a PV module must
also be analyzed using the total digestion and Waste Extraction Test. There is evidence that PV
modules have passed the federal TCLP test, failed the Waste Extraction Test, and were
therefore regulated as California-only hazardous waste, requiring the PV modules to be
regulated in California as hazardous (Curtis et al. 2021a).
2.2.3 Regulation of Photovoltaic System Material as Hazardous Waste
PV system owners follow stringent handling requirements when storing, recycling, or disposing
of PV modules classified as hazardous waste (Curtis et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. § 260.10).
Depending on the quantity of hazardous waste PV modules accumulated at one time, a PV
system owner might need to acquire a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
identification number, provide a manifest for the transport of the PV modules, comply with
personnel training requirements, and comply with on-site accumulation and storage time limits
(Curtis et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. § 260.10).

2.3 Penalties for Noncompliance

Noncompliance with any RCRA provision could result in civil and criminal liabilities. In terms
of compliance with federal RCRA requirements, the EPA has the authority to issue a civil
penalty up to $101,449 per violation per day, a criminal penalty up to $50,000 per violation per
day, and/or up to 2 years in prison for noncompliance (40 C.F.R. § 19.4). State penalties for
violating state hazardous waste regulations might be more stringent than the federal penalties.

2.4 Decommissioning and Material Management Policies

System owners might also need to comply with state and local decommissioning and PVspecific material management policies. Some states—including Washington, California, New
Jersey, and North Carolina—are starting to adopt policies that address PV system
decommissioning and material management requirements. Moreover, several states—including
Arizona and Hawaii—have pending legislative bills that, if enacted, would create PV system
decommissioning and material management disposition requirements (Curtis et al. 2021a).
The policies in these states are diverse and impact different life-cycle activities and actors in the
PV value chain. Washington is the only state with a mandate requiring the reuse or recycling of
retired PV modules. Although the onus is on the module manufacturer, PV system owners need
to coordinate with the manufacturer or a designated stewardship organization to ensure that
8
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decommissioned modules are reused or recycled. Washington’s law, which goes into effect July
1, 2023, requires PV module manufacturers to finance and implement a take-back program to
reuse or recycle at least 85% of PV modules sold into the state at no cost to the consumer
(Wash. Rev. Code § 70A.510.010(5)). In contrast, California’s regulation, which went into
effect in January 2021, would directly impact the system owner and their handling,
transportation, and storage of retired PV modules. California’s regulation would allow PV
modules that exhibit hazardous characteristics to be regulated as universal waste. Universal
waste is a subset of hazardous waste that generally has less stringent management requirements
than fully regulated hazardous waste, and which might reduce the costs and liabilities associated
with PV module recycling and disposal (Curtis et al. 2021a; 40 C.F.R. §§ 260-265, 273). New
Jersey and North Carolina recently passed policies to study and develop regulations related to
PV system decommissioning and module disposition (2019 N.C. Sess. Law 2019-132; 2019
N.J. Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 215 (West)).

2.5 Industry-Led Initiatives

There are also several industry-led initiatives that PV system owners should consider at the end
of the system performance period. International voluntary stewardship standards—such as
NSF/ANSI 457 and U.S. national industry-led efforts from the Solar Energy Industries
Association (SEIA)—could aid system owners in material management decision making.
SEIA’s National PV Recycling Program provides a network of cost-effective recyclers that can
offer collection, transportation, and recycling services to system owners for retired modules and
other system components (SEIA 2019b). SEIA also provides guidance for system owners that
want to recycle retired PV system equipment (SEIA 2019c). Voluntary industry standards, such
as NSF/ANSI 457 Sustainability Leadership Standard for Photovoltaic Modules and
Photovoltaic Inverters, can also provide a detailed description on how to reuse or recycle PV
modules and inverters instead of disposing them. The NSF/ANSI 457 standard establishes
sustainable performance criteria and corporate performance metrics, which include categories
for end-of-life management and corporate responsibility, exemplify sustainable leadership in the
solar market (NSF International 2019; Curtis et al. 2021b). The NSF/ANSI 457 standard was
recently listed on the Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT) registry,
which is an online IT sector eco-label tool managed by the Green Electronics Council (GEC) to
help purchasers evaluate and compare sustainable products (EPEAT 2019). PV owners can
obtain certification through an audit process to demonstrate compliance with sustainability
measures. System owners that pursue a sustainability standard, such as NSF/ANSI 457, could
increase consumer trust in their company’s sustainability practices and enhance their
competitiveness (Curtis et al. 2021a; Curtis et al 2021b). Industry participation in this program
is nascent.
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3 Decommissioning Plans

Decommissioning plans appear as provisions in land-use agreements (land lease, easement,
right-of-way, etc.), might be required for construction and operating permits, and should be
recorded with a registrar of deeds. These provisions arise in initial construction approval
requirements and are negotiated between the landowner and the solar developer but might need
to comply with local (town, city, county) laws. Decommissioning plans should include
(NYSERDA 2020):
1. Contact information for all parties (landowner; solar developer; authorities having
jurisdiction; and known sources of services, such as recycling programs and emergency
service providers)
2. Any warranted recycling of PV modules or other components that were provisioned as
part of the original procurement; any bonds to take back PV modules or other equipment
3. Conditions that trigger the decommissioning (date certain, end of lease, system
inoperative for 12 months, any other)
4. Time period within which the decommissioning must be completed (e.g., 6 months)
5. Scope of work for the decommissioning, which often includes removing all equipment,
grading to restore water runoff characteristics, restoring ground cover (seed), or
otherwise restoring the land to its original condition
6. Roles and responsibilities of the landowner, solar developer, and any other parties
clearly delineated.

3.1 Decommissioning Scope of Work and Cost Estimate

A decommissioning scope of work reads like an installation scope of work in reverse (Lundt
2019). Instead of unpacking and installing modules, one is removing them and packing them for
shipment. Labor cost might be half the installation labor cost. PV modules are stacked on pallets
or put into shipping containers; metal rack parts are often put into roll-off dumpsters sorted by
aluminum, steel, and copper. Major pieces of equipment, such as inverters or transformers,
might be sourced for spare parts or recycling. Similar to installation, a crane would be required
to remove materials from a rooftop system. Costs vary widely, but Table 2 provides example
cost estimates based on the details of a decommissioning scope of work.
Decommissioning cost ranges from $300/kW to $440/kW, with the difference being a credit of
$40/kW if the PV modules can be repurposed and resold, versus a cost of $100/kW to recycle
the modules (Barbosa 2020).
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Table 2. Example Cost Estimates for Decommissioning per 1-MW PV System (fixed tilt
rack)
Item

Cost Estimate
($/MW)

Make arrangements for recycling or sale of used items

$2,000

Provide lavatories and safety items

$ 5,000

Rent containers to sort recyclables and disposables

$ 5,000

Remove and bundle array wiring and AC wiring

$25,000

Remove and palletize PV modules

$25,000

Dismantle racks and containerize

$50,000

Remove and palletize combiner boxes and disconnects

$25,000

Remove conduit and containerize

$25,000

Remove and disassemble inverter

$50,000

Remove transformer

$75,000

Truck to recycling center

$5,000

Truck to landfill

$5,000

Hazardous waste disposal

$5,000

For rooftop systems:
Rent crane or telehandler for rooftop systems ($225/day)

$4,500

Repair roof for rooftop systems

$50,000

For ground-mounted systems:
Install temporary fence ($20/ft)

$10,000

Break up and remove concrete pads for ground-mounted
systems

$25,000

Remove ground screws and power poles

$40,000

Remove temporary fence

$5,000

Grading

$20,000

Seed disturbed areas

$16,000

Salvage values:
PV modules

$ (40,000)

Copper wire and parts

$ (20,000)

Transformer and switchgear

$ (15,000)

Aluminum rack and parts

$ (15,000)

Total for rooftop system

$306,500

Total for ground-mounted system

$368,000
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4 Tax Considerations at End of Performance Period

Tax issues are complex, and readers are encouraged to seek professional tax advice. At the
beginning of a solar PPA or lease contract, terms are written that affect the options at the end of
the performance period and that incorporate considerations that secure federal tax incentives,
including an investment tax credit (ITC) and accelerated depreciation benefits. Since the Energy
Policy Act of 2005, the ITC has been valued at 30% of the eligible tax basis (most or all the
system cost) and is now being extended but expected to eventually decline annually to a
permanent 10% for commercially owned systems (it will go to zero for homeowners).
Accelerated depreciation allows a system owner to deduct depreciation expenses in a short time
compared to the actual expected life of the system (IRS 2018).
The IRS can recapture a portion of these incentives during the first 6 years of a project’s
operating life if the system fails to maintain eligibility. For example, if the contract terms
effectively indicate that the system is owned by a nontaxable customer because the PPA or lease
contract is more akin to a loan or installment purchase, the PPA provider is not eligible for the
federal tax incentives. To avoid this situation, the contract might specify at the beginning that
the system can be purchased by the customer no sooner than in year 7 or may be purchased at
the end of the contract (e.g., 20 years), and the purchase and transfer of the title must be at fair
market value (FMV). Otherwise, the contract might specify that the system owner will remove
the system at the end of the contract period.
Although the initial contract might specify transfer at FMV to meet IRS requirements, actual
transfer in the post-contract period might follow a different course (for example, if the
responsible party declares bankruptcy). Additionally, the perspective of FMV might be different
for the system owner than the customer. The system owner and their appraiser might want to
estimate FMV primarily based on the income approach. For this approach, because the system
is still producing, for example, 80% of the nameplate capacity and will continue to deliver
energy savings to the customer for several years, the FMV of the system might be indicated by
the present value of future savings, which could be very high in places with high power prices
or lucrative incentives. The customer and their appraiser, however, might recognize that the
O&M risk, lack of profit motive, insurance requirements, obsolescence, and other factors point
to an FMV that is best indicated by a discounted cost or market approach. Using these
approaches, the FMV of the system might be very low. It is the responsibility of the appraiser to
select and apply the method to establish FMV.
A fair end-of-contract negotiation between the buyer and the seller will include the fact that if
the customer elects not to buy the system at FMV, then the system owner will need to remove it
at a financial cost. In a legitimate IRS-acceptable contract, the system owner would have
decided on this decommissioning option at the beginning of the contract. On the other hand, the
system owner might hold the permit to operate, so the system would need to be shut down
(pending new permits and interconnection agreements) if the performance contract was not
extended and if operating permits and the interconnection agreement could not be transferred to
the customer. To alleviate uncertainty, many contracts require the system to be decommissioned
and removed at the end of the performance period if the customer does not purchase the system
or extend the contract with the system owner even though that might be costly to the owner and
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not the best outcome environmentally in terms of renewable energy production and solid waste
disposal.
An IRS requirement that affects the decision to repower a PV system at the end of the
performance period is that for a system to be eligible for the ITC, at least 80% of the cost must
be for new equipment (“original use”). That requirement limits the amount of equipment that
can be reused in a repowering at the same site, or the tax benefits that used equipment entails if
it is reused in another site. In all likelihood, the value of modules in a 20-year-old system is less
than 20% of a new system and therefore would not preclude eligibility for the ITC. Regarding
depreciation, the purchaser of a 100% used system would not get the ITC but would get 100%
bonus depreciation on the cost, which is a good deal for tax mitigation. Further, the Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act of 2017 extended 100% bonus depreciation to used equipment until January 1,
2023 (EERE 2020).
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5 Financial Scenarios

Figure 1 illustrates an example of what these end-of-performance period alternatives look like
in a cash flow analysis, which can help inform decisions in terms of life-cycle cost and levelized
cost of energy. This example represents a per-megawatt analysis of a utility-scale plant. Lifecycle cost analysis is conducted according to ASTM E917 and E1185, which specify how cost
estimates are inflated to a future cost and how future costs are discounted to sum a net present
value. Annual O&M costs are estimated using the PV O&M Cost Model (Walker et al. 2020),
which estimates that costs would be very low, at $5/kW/year, in the early years, but O&M costs
increase over time because inflation increases parts and labor costs, and the real cost increases
because warranties expire and the failure distributions for each component show increasing
failure rates as the equipment ages. High O&M costs in late system life are a major driver in
decisions to decommission, refurbish, or repower a PV system. The spreadsheet used to
generate this example is included with this paper as supplementary material.
In the BaseCase, the system is decommissioned in year 25, by which time the energy production
has dropped to 79% of the year 1 system, and the O&M cost has increased to $40/kW/year. The
decommissioning cost of $300/kW will have inflated to $500/kW, and this decommissioning
expense adds approximately $10/MWh to the levelized cost of energy, for a total of
$71.55/MWh. In the Extend Case, we model operation as continuing with both declining energy
delivery and increasing O&M cost and we assume the performance period is extended without
major modifications to the system. By year 40 in the Extend Case, the production has dropped
to 68% of new, and the O&M cost has increased to $80/kW/year inclusive of costs associated
with inverter and other major components distributed over the years). Although this O&M cost
seems prohibitively high, there is economic benefit in avoiding capital investment for
refurbishment or repowering and benefit in foisting the decommissioning costs 15 years into the
future. Degradation in the BaseCase and Extend Case is taken at 1%/year—0.6% in nonrecoverable degradation and 0.4%/year in recoverable degradation. In the Refurbish Case, we
reset the recoverable degradation; and in the Repower Case, we reset both the recoverable and
non-recoverable degradation because a repowered plant would have new PV modules. We also
reset the PV module and inverter warranties in the Repower Case. The ASTM life-cycle cost
standard (ASTM 2012) caps the maximum analysis period at 40 years, so the benefit of an
additional 10 years or so of production and the ultimate decommissioning cost are not included
in the Repower Case (the method implies that these revenues and costs occurring in excess of
40 years in the future would appear in a subsequent analysis to inform decisions in the future),
and the levelized cost of energy is thus calculated at $71.28/MWh.
A basic tenant of the life-cycle cost analysis procedure is to make decisions based on the current
situation regardless of the past costs (avoid the “sunk cost fallacy”). Even if you have invested a
lot in the plant in the past, a decision should be based on the prospectus of future cash flows and
economics; however, decisions affecting actions at the end of the performance period are often
made in the initial contracting for the plant, requiring that decision to be informed by cost
estimates that are at best approximate and change depending on how O&M is conducted during
the entire performance period. For example, a decision to decommission in year 25 might be
made assuming a low power sales price ($/kWh), but if power sales price increase significantly,
it might be better to extend the performance period, refurbish, or repower a plant. Another
observation is that because of the discounting of future costs in the life-cycle cost analysis
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procedure, the effect of decommissioning, refurbishing, or repowering a plant 25 years into the
future is attenuated by the time value of money.
This example life cycle cost analysis is presented to illustrate the features that distinguish the
four alternatives considered: when investments are made, the magnitude of the investments, and
the effects on resulting O&M costs and energy production and revenue. The most important
implications of the life cycle cost analysis are to point out the need to include these end-ofperformance-period costs in decision making and to map out a long-term course that may
extend beyond the scope and duration of the original contracts and associated periods-ofperformance. LCOE is offered as a metric to compare the alternatives even with different
performance periods, but there are issues beyond LCOE that drive decisions such as legal,
permitting, tax, cash-flow considerations, and other issues.
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Figure 1. Example cash flow analysis showing a BaseCase of decommissioning in year 25,
Extend Case of extending the performance period to 40 years through continued O&M, Refurbish
Case wherein repairs are made in year 25 to restore recoverable degradation, and a Repower
Case where a major investment in new PV modules and inverter restores both recoverable and
non-recoverable degradation and resets the PV module and inverter warranties. Figure by the
author
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6 Challenges and Recommended Best Practices

Begin with the end in mind. End-of-performance period issues are often framed much earlier: in
the financing plans; in the design and specification of components; and in ongoing O&M,
especially near the end of the performance period. Seek legal, technical, and tax advice
regarding end-of-contract ownership transfer—both prior to executing the contract and during
negotiations at the end of the contract term. Other recommendations include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Avoid hazardous materials.
Use recoverable/recyclable materials.
Recycle PV modules and other recyclable materials.
Include contract terms regarding neglect of O&M late in the contract term.
Negotiate contract terms regarding the disposition of a system at end of the contract
Plant for a contingency if the contractor is out of business or neglects the project.

6.1 Avoid Hazardous Materials

Human Health Risk Assessment Methods for PV Part 2 – Breakage Risks and Part 3 – Module
Disposal Risk, two reports by an interdisciplinary task force, do not motivate concern over endof-life management for PV, nor PV waste, from a toxicity/hazardous materials standpoint. The
studies find that risks from lead, cadmium, and selenium are well below referenced risk
thresholds even under extremely worst-case assumptions, such as modules left in the field that
have broken glass (IEA PVPS Task 12 2020). Still, there are a variety of PV module
manufacturing technologies and methods, some that involve more hazardous materials and
others that involve less. Avoiding hazardous materials, where possible, aligns with approaches
to sustainability and cost avoidance.
Hazardous materials can be in wafer cells, thin-film cells, solder, cover glass, and backsheets. A
PV module might contain approximately 10 grams of lead per module, mostly in the solder but
also in the cell metallization layer. Thin-film cells made of cadmium-telluride contain both toxic
metals and are stable when bound together as a compound and encapsulated; however, when
exposed to the acidic environment of a landfill or in fire, these toxic compounds can be
liberated (Ramos-Ruiz et al 2017). Thin-film cells made of copper indium selenide contain
selenium, which can be toxic when oxidized. Some cover glass manufacturers add antimony—
to provide the high transparency required in the solar spectrum—which can leach out in an
acidic landfill. Back sheets are often made of fluoropolymers because they are stable and
inherently flame-retardant, but they can produce toxic gases in a fire (Wirth 2020).
Hazardous materials can also appear in components other than the PV modules. The solder in
other electronic devices, such as inverters, might contain lead; and the plastic insulation on
wires might include lead to make them more flexible and to make the color last longer.
A specifier can find products with reduced amounts of hazardous materials or even avoid some
of them altogether (Nussey 2020). A specifier will also consider price, availability, and
performance when avoiding the hazardous substances. For example, lead-tin solder—typically
63% tin and 37% lead—could be replaced with a combination of 95.5% tin, 3.9% silver, and
0.6% copper (although silver can also be toxic to aquatic life). Another emerging alternative to
lead solder would be electrically conductive adhesives, which are created by suspending
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metallic particles in a polymer glue with other additives (Black 2005). Avoiding hazardous
materials in the first place reduces all subsequent risk—whether the modules are accidentally
shattered in the field, incinerated in fire, disposed of in a landfill, or recycled to reduce overall
environmental impact.

6.2 Use Recoverable/Recyclable Materials

There are several measures that a designer or specifier can consider to increase the content of a
PV system that can be recycled. Driven steel piles (same as hold the PV array) can be used to
support new equipment that might otherwise be mounted on concrete pads. Both aluminum and
steel are widely recycled, and recoverability can be enhanced if these are not intimately
comingled with or permanently fastened to other materials. Concrete can also be recycled as
aggregate. If using plastic, consider plastic types that are recycled and more amenable to
recycling. High-density polyethylene (Type 2 plastic) is widely recycled (30% is recycled in the
United States) but has performance (sunlight resistance and temperature range) similar to
polyvinyl chloride (Type 3), which is not recycled (only 1% in the United States) and can
release toxic compounds in a fire (Seaman 2012). Recyclability strongly depends on the form
that the material is in. Consider how materials can be separated into recyclable commodities in
the design and specifications for a new PV system.

6.3 Recycle Photovoltaic Modules and Other Recyclable Materials

PV modules and system components can be recycled to recover materials that can be sold into
commodity markets (Curtis et al. 2021a; Salim et al. 2019; Libby and Shaw 2018; Weckend,
Wade, and Heath 2016). PV panels recycling can recover materials such as indium, glass,
silicon, tellurium, silver, and copper (Curtis et al. 2021a; Mulvaney 2019; Heath et al. 2020;
Salim et al. 2019; SEIA 2019a; Xu, Li, and Tan 2018; Dominguez and Geyer 2017; Weckend,
Wade, and Heath 2016; SEIA 2019a). Recycling PV system components—such as the ballasts,
frames, mounting equipment, junction box, and wires—can recover aluminum, copper, steel,
and plastic (Mulvaney 2019; Heath et al. 2020). A 2016 study found that recycling PV modules
has the potential to result in a $60 million U.S. industry by 2030 and a $2 billion industry by
2050 (Weckend, Wade, and Heath 2016). Recyclability strongly depends on the form that the
material is in. Materials in the form of bottles and cans are easy for recyclers to handle, whereas
the form that materials would take in an existing PV installation might not be easily recyclable.

6.4 Include End of PV Performance Period Issues in Contract Terms

It is important—and challenging—to specify the plan for the end of the performance period in
the initial contract documents. It is important because the system might have considerable value
either as an ongoing asset or as salvage value, and it might also be a liability in terms of
removal and disposal. It is challenging because it is not easy to foresee what the best solution
will be for the end of the performance period in 25 or 30 years. For example, some contacts
have required that the systems be removed, and the ground be restored to its original condition
at the end of a 20-year contract period, but if the systems are still producing 80% of their initial
power, that contract precludes refurbishment or repowering and misses out on any benefit of
keeping the systems operating during a longer performance period, which might be in
everyone’s interest. It might be possible to amend a contract if both parties agree. A
decommissioning date might be extended by, for example, 5 years without necessarily changing
the roles and responsibilities of the parties.
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Performance contracts often describe the purchase of solar power during some time period at a
pre-negotiated $/kWh annual power purchase price (with or without an annual escalator). Near
the end of the term of a performance contact, there will not be time to recover investments in
major repairs or even for preventative O&M. Although tax laws in the United States require that
this transfer of ownership occurs at FMV, the contractor will have already amortized any debt,
and the value of the system could be fully depreciated, and thus the contractor might not be
expecting any value at the end of the performance period; thus, it is prudent to include with such
PPAs a clause that clearly states the system shall be properly maintained during the entire term
of the contract in terms of power production, appearance, and safety—and so that it is in a
predictable condition when actions are taken at the end of the performance period.

6.5 Plan a Contingency if the Responsible Party Is Unable to Perform
Decommissioning

The decommissioning clause should also address the possibility that the developer might fail to
deliver the decommissioning plan. At least one case has occurred where the contracting partner
declared bankruptcy and was unable to perform the work of removing the system and restoring
the site ground cover. Most jurisdictions would consider an inoperable PV system abandoned
and might have the authority to remove the system and place a lien on the value of the property.

The financial instruments to protect against such liability include decommissioning trusts;
escrow accounts; removal, surety, or performance bonds; and letters of credit (NYSERDA
2020). These instruments would pay if a third party had to be hired to perform the work. The
bond would be paid for by the responsible party initially as part of the contract closure, and it
might need to be renewed during the term of the PV system lifetime or until decommissioning is
complete. Changes in the cost of decommissioning (for example, if landfill tipping fees
increased) might require revisions to the bond amount. The bond could cover whatever work is
described in the bond, and it is usually written to cover high-concern items, such as taking back
hazardous materials for recycling. Bonds are a form of insurance, and insurance providers might
cover such liability under other insurance policy types.
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7 Conclusion

Decisions affecting alternatives at the end of the performance period for a PV plant are often
limited by local regulations regarding permitting and land-use planning and state or federal
regulations regarding handling and disposal of waste. Decisions regarding the final disposition
of a system are often made much earlier—in the development of contracts, permits, and
agreements regarding construction of the plant in the first place. Because a main driver of the
PV market is concern about environmental sustainability, everyone in the PV industry—from
PV module manufacturers, to project developers, to project owners and financiers, to designers
and specifiers, to O&M providers—needs to ensure that liabilities such as hazardous materials
are avoided and that the provisions made at the end of the performance period extract the most
economic value and entail the least environmental impact as possible—or at least comply with
all environmental regulations. In many cases, the site control, utility interconnection, and civil
improvements such as access roads and stormwater drainage will have a high value and could
justify repowering with new PV modules and inverters.
Alternatives at the end of an expected performance period include extending the performance
period, refurbishing the system, repowering the system, or decommissioning and removing a
system. Extending performance period entails no capital investment but suffers from degraded
performance and high O&M cost of the aged equipment. Refurbishment fixes any problems
revealed in an inspection and may recover a portion of underperformance but still has high
O&M costs. Repowering with new PV modules and inverter restores or even increases original
performance and reduces O&M cost with new equipment and warranties. Decommissioning
entails an expense to properly remove all equipment and restore the site for another use. The
best of these alternatives is often site-specific, depending on the details of that situation—such
as estimated costs to refurbish or repower and projected revenue from continued operations.
Tax implications can drive decisions. Contracts are often structured so that projects are eligible
for tax credits and depreciation. Two key tax considerations are: (1) ownership must transfer at
fair market value to be eligible for the federal ITC, and (2) in a repowering, at least 80% of the
value of the repowered plant must be new to be eligible for the ITC.
Under all circumstances local, state, and federal regulations must be observed. Regulations
regarding land-use plans might require that decommissioning plans and financial resources to
accomplish decommissioning be established in the initial permitting process. Federal and state
regulations regarding transportation, storage, and disposal of waste must be observed. Recycling
and disposing of PV systems equipment and materials at the end of their performance period
can provide a financial benefit to the owner and can uphold goals of sustainability.
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DRAFT

Town of Londonderry, Vermont
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
802-824-3356
www.londonderryvt.org

11.a

PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, provision of emergency medical services is a vital public service;
and
WHEREAS, access to quality emergency care dramatically improves the survival
and recovery rate of those who experience sudden illness or injury; and
WHEREAS, since 1963, the town of Londonderry has been provided with top
notch emergency medical services by the Londonderry Volunteer Rescue Squad,
Inc., and
WHEREAS, in addition to Londonderry, LVRS provides service to all or part of
the mountain town communities of Andover, Landgrove, Peru, Weston Winhall,
Windham and Stratton, a coverage area of 255 square miles; and
WHEREAS, the volunteer members of the LVRS engage in hundreds of hours of
specialized training and continuing education to enhance their lifesaving skills; and
WHEREAS, the members of the LVRS are ready, willing and able to provide
lifesaving care to those in need 24 hours a day, seven days a week, averaging over
500 calls per year;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Selectboard of the Town of Londonderry, Vermont,
hereby recognizes and expresses its deep appreciation to all of the volunteers at the
Londonderry Volunteer Rescue Squad for their hard work and dedication to the
health, safety, and welfare to the residents of Londonderry and surrounding
mountain towns.
Adopted this 21st day of February, 2022.
Town of Londonderry, Selectboard
____________________________
Thomas Cavanagh, Chair

____________________________
Vincent Annunziata, Vice Chair

____________________________
Taylor Prouty

____________________________
Melissa Brown

____________________________
James Fleming
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11.c

Shane O’Keefe
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sparkbart@aol.com
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:14 AM
Shane O’Keefe
Town Garage Lighting

Hi Shane;
Here is an estimate for replacing the remainder of the High Bay Lights at the town garage. I was able to get the LED High
Bay lights at a lower cost than before. There is a total of 16 lights which 5 have been billed and paid for. This estimate
covers the cost of the fixtures and materials needed to change the fixtures plus labor.
11 - LED High Bay lights @ $85.00 each, after Efficiency Vermont rebates
Cords, boxes, wood, outlets, screws
Labor - master electrician
Total estimate

= $ 935.00
= 100.00
= 1120.00
= $ 2155.00

Thanks ; Gary Barton - Electrician
1575 Boynton Rd., Londonderry, Vt 05148

1
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One Londonderry Steering Committee Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, February 9, 2022,3:30 PM via Zoom

FYI #1

Present: MaryEllen Yankosky, Esther Fishman, Elsie Smith, Larry Gubb, Mimi Lines, Patty Eisenhaur,
Bruce Frauman, Susan Collins, Stuart Osnow, and guests Marlene Boyaner and Heather Stephenson
Esther called the meeting to order at 3:35.
She announced that BDCC is offering a joint Planning Commission/One Londonderry board development
training opportunity with a trainer from Pittsburgh. OL Members are invited to attend the 2/14 Planning
Commission meeting to learn more. If approved, the training will take place in the afternoon on Saturday
March 26.
Working Group Updates:
Main Streets: Larry said that Main Street meetings have been on hold during the Main Street Study and
Master Plan process led by Stevens and Associates. The subgroups are continuing to explore ideas for:
underground utility lines, the Shoe Barn wall, sidewalks, speed limit and streetscape furniture, and photo
documentation of what makes our town unique. Mimi said that she and Larry recently sent a
questionnaire to the group asking for reactions to the Main Street Master Plan presentation and
suggestions for small projects that this group could start taking on. Mimi will share the questionnaire with
the Steering Committee for their information. Mimi and Larry will present their findings at the next
Steering Committee meeting.
Housing: Patty said the housing group has made a formal request of the Selectboard to use ARPA funds
for a housing needs assessment. The housing group will also continue to explore grant opportunities for
this study. She said her committee is attentive to converting large family homes into multifamily housing
units and accessory dwellings as good options to boost Londonderry’s housing stock. The challenge is
how to take advantage of properties that come to market without a mechanism to attract developers.
MaryEllen suggested that the Urban Land Institute is a good resource for information and speakers.
Economic Vitality and Communications: Marlene Boyaner reported on a EV&C meeting with Sarah
Lange, Richard Amore, Gary Holloway and Mimi Lines about economic development and town
revitalization. The key take-aways are: 1) Think big but start small - smaller initiatives build community
interest and confidence; 2) Pop-ups - temporary installations to test an idea of improvement - help people
visualize what a new idea can mean; 3) Do a 10 year plan, break it down into smaller projects, and
prepare a yearly progress report for the town; 4) Instead of debating the tax impacts of revitalization,
focus on the improved quality of life new vitality brings. Marlene recommends that committee look at
these success stories for inspiration:

Success Stories: https://accd.vermont.gov/community-development/success-stories (sent to us
from Richard Amore)
Cabot has done a lot of work around community and economic development over the past 5
years. Cabot used a consultant (Peter Fairweather, Fairweather Consulting) who spent a lot of
time interviewing community members, business and property owners, town officials,
organizations and engaged the community through community events to help inform the
strategic plan. Here are links to the full report and a summary from their strategic plan below
(sent to us from Sarah Lang, BDCC)
• https://www.cabotvermont.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Executive-Summary.pdf
• https://cabotvt.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Revitalization-Report.pdf

Mimi said she is working on bringing a panel of residents and town officials from the comparable rural VT
towns of Burke, Cabot and Chester to have a conversation with Londonderry residents about their story,
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their community revitalization and economic development, and their successes and lessons learned. Her
goal is to have a community event with food and games and encourage residents to explore how these
lessons can benefit Londonderry.
Mimi reported that they have built a very strong communications team with expertise in websites,
facebook, instagram, etc. The committee is developing a communications strategic plan to guide all OL
communication efforts. She also is talking to Lauren Ingersoll about producing the Resource Guide which
will need funding.
Stuart Osnow presented a draft proposal for “One Londonderry Business Alliance” to get businesses
involved with and benefitting from One Londonderry. Tasks include inviting all businesses to join,
creating OL decals for shop windows, offering on-line advertising, engaging businesses in discussion
about town issues that impact them, and sharing problems and uniting in solutions. He asked the
steering committee to review the plan and provide feedback between now and the March steering
committee meeting.

Community Center: MaryEllen said the community center concept the community center workgroup is
exploring will serve the surrounding mountain towns and could include the many services that are
currently lacking: child care center, senior services, youth center, community support services, indoor
recreation and more. Discussions suggesting a shared site with Housing have just begun with the Chair,
Patty Eisenhauer
Other Business:
Google Workspace: Heather checked in with the committee to see if there were any questions regarding
Google Workspace. She encouraged the committee to use the tools that work and ignore the
others. She is available to help anyone who has questions or needs an additional tutorial.
Governance and Standing Rules: The committee had a general discussion about term limits for the
leadership team. Generally volunteers typically may hold a leadership position for 3 years and renew for
another 3. Some organizations have recruitment committees to identify new leadership. Right now the
steering committee is still in its infancy, it is born of the community for the community, and we will recruit
and replace as needed.
Esther proposed that the Steering Committee minutes be included with the Selectboard packets.
MaryEllen suggested a synopsis of the meeting's actions be sent instead of the minutes. The consensus
was to submit the minutes as approved by the Steering Committee to the Selectboard. Committee
members are asked to review the minutes promptly so they can be posted in a timely fashion.
Next meeting: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 at 3:30 PM either via zoom or in person (tbd).
The meeting was adjourned at 5:23
Respectfully submitted,
Elsie Smith
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FYI #2

STATE OF VERMONT
W indham County

We the undersigned legal voters of the Town of Londonderry, hereby petition the Selectboard of the Town of
Londonderry, Vermont to place the following Article on the warning for the Annual Town Meeting to be held on the
1st day of March , 2022. This petition is filed pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 2691. We certify that we are presently voters
of that town. The Article to be placed on the warning to read:
Article: Shall the Town of Londonderry vote to raise, appropriate and expend the sum of $2500 for the support of
Flood Brook Athletic Association to provide services to residents of the Town.
SIGNATURE (Your signature will not
count if the Town or City Clerk cannot

Please PRINT name here

STREET ADDRESS

read your name.)
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FYI #3

Shane O’Keefe
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

WCSO - Press Release <no-reply@windhamsheriff.com>
Tuesday, February 15, 2022 4:23 PM
no-reply@windhamsheriff.com
WCSO - County purchases new facility

County purchases new facility
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
02/15/2022 16:22

BRATTLEBORO – The County of Windham has purchased the vacant property located at 185 Old Ferry Road in
Brattleboro with the intention of supporting operations of the Sheriff, the Vermont Judiciary, and the State of Vermont.
Assistant Judges Patricia Duff and Lamont Barnett closed the deal on February 14th, 2022.
“Purchasing this facility allows us to provide numerous enhancements at a reduced cost to taxpayers,” reported
Assistant Judge Lamont Barnett. “Our current county facilities lack adequate space and systems to provide the services
expected of county government. The cost to install these systems exceeds the purchase price of this property.”
The Vermont Judiciary normally convenes the Superior Court Civil Division in the Newfane County Courthouse. “The
County is responsible for providing the county courthouse” Assistant Judge Patricia Duff said. “The Newfane Courthouse
currently lacks an air handling system which has made holding trials for the Civil Division impossible in light of COVID-19.
We are working with the State to install the system at their cost, which has an anticipated construction timeline of 18-24
months. The County will offer this interim space to the Judiciary while the renovations of our historic courthouse are
carefully made. This opportunity allows for a temporary space to house the Civil Division while also ensuring our Sheriff
has an office appropriate for the duties they perform.”
The Windham County Sheriff’s Office is currently located off of Route 30 in Newfane. “Our current facility lacks the
infrastructure necessary to provide an appropriate environment for a 24/7 public safety agency,” Sheriff Mark Anderson
shared. “We need space for training, access for people with disabilities, a reliable electrical system, and safety
equipment that all come with significant price tags.”
The State of Vermont is currently considering how it provides access to emergency services. Sheriff Anderson continued,
“This facility provides us the infrastructure and ability to improve the emergency dispatch system for our community. I
am advocating for a ‘one emergency, one dispatch’ model for the public to access emergency responders. Right now, a
person could call 911 in Windham County and talk to anywhere from two to five different dispatch centers. We are
1
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working with the Department of Public Safety to expand our Regional Dispatch to improve emergency communications
in southern Vermont.” Governor Phil Scott recently announced $11 million dollars allocated to support regionalization of
Vermont’s emergency dispatch system in his proposed budget to the Legislature. Vermont operates a scattered system
for fire, EMS, police, and 911 dispatching.
“The Vermont Legislature has recently passed bills encouraging the Vermont Police Academy to provide regional training
opportunities,” Sheriff Anderson continued. “We have depended on partners to host our in-service training for years.
That system worked until we lost all access due to COVID-19. The constraint of our current facility is one of the reasons
we appreciate this opportunity. This facility will grant us and the state the opportunity to deliver relevant training
reducing the costs on travel for agencies in Southern Vermont. It provides us a handicap accessible facility, with air
handling systems and fire suppression systems to support a 24-hour emergency response organization.
The property valued by the town at $810,000, is being purchased for $500,000. “Long-term, the Sheriff will engage with
government/justice-related partners to alleviate the costs of the facility,” said Assistant Judge Duff. Sheriff Anderson
concurred, stating, “This is an opportunity to reduce the cost to taxpayers by co-locating resources in support of each
other.”
“Approximately three quarters of our services revolve around Brattleboro,” advised Sheriff Anderson. “This acquisition
shouldn’t affect the remaining 25% of our services, which includes our supplemental law enforcement patrols in roughly
half of the towns of Windham County. Deputies already connect remotely to our office from the towns and villages that
we provide patrol services to. We look forward to developing new ways to utilize the property on Jail Street. We’ll be
engaging with community partners to consider next steps as we work toward progress and modernization here in
Windham County.”
Media Contact:
Assistant Judge Patricia Duff
patricia.duff (at) vermont.gov
Assistant Judge Lamont Barnett
lamont.barnett (at) vermont.gov
Sheriff Mark Anderson
manderso (at) windhamcountyvt.gov

###
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FYI #4

~Vermont Journal

February 01, 2022
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155

Re: The paper of Record for Legal Advertising and Help Wanted

Dear Selectboard,
As the Selectboard of Londonderry requested, the following is the Vermont Journal
proposal for Legal and Help Wanted Advertising for the year of 2022 through March,
2023.

We propose the following rate:
1. $11.50 per Column Inch for all legal and help wanted advertising
2. All help wanted advertising will placed in the help wanted section
3. All Legal Notices will be placed on our website www.vermontjournal.com free of
charge when your notice is run in print
We cover the town of Londonderry 100% by the US Post Office. I look forward to
working with the Selectboard of Londonderry.

Shawntae Webb

~[)jv-·
Publisher

8 High Street• P.O. Box 228 • Ludlow, Vermont• 802-228-3600
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FYI #5
February 14th, 2022
Eamon Twohig
Residuals Management & Emerging Contaminants Division
Vermont Dept. of Environmental Conservation
1 National Life Dr – Davis 1
Montpelier, VT 05620-3704
RE: Town of Londonderry; Solid Waste ID-349; Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan
Dear Mr. Twohig,
On behalf of the Town of Londonderry, Waite Heindel Environmental Management is pleased to
present this Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan (“CAP”) for the former Town of Londonderry
Biosolids Land Application Site (“Site”). The plan was prepared in response to the requests made by
the VT DEC in their letter titled RE: Town of Londonderry; Solid Waste ID-349; Results and Response
to PFAS Testing letter, dated November 10th, 2021 (Appendix D). The objectives of the post-closure
CAP are to (1) identify long-term groundwater & drinking water monitoring points for annual
(Riverside Farm) & biannual sampling (MW-4, MW-5, MW-6), and (2) identify the contaminants of
concern and provide performance criteria for evaluating post-closure monitoring activities.
This CAP will be implemented in May of 2022, beginning with low-flow monitoring of Site monitoring
wells MW-4 – MW-6 (EPA 537-Modified) and the collection of one (1) pre-treatment drinking water
sample from the Riverside Condominium water supply well (EPA 537.1 DW). Biannual sample results
will be forwarded to the VT DEC upon receipt, and a discussion of contaminant trends will be
evaluated in the Annual Report, to be submitted within sixty (60) days of receipt of October 2022
groundwater monitoring results.
Please do not hesitate to call us if you have any questions or concerns regarding this report, we would
be happy to answer them.
Sincerely,

Miles E. Waite, Ph.D., P.G.
Senior Hydrogeologist
CC:

Samuel P. Cowan
Staff Geologist

Shane O’Keefe, Town of Londonderry

U:\Data\PROJECTS - WHEM\Londonderry Biosolids PFAS\Reports\Post Closure CAP - Longterm GW Monitoring\2022.02.14 - Report - Post
Closure CAP - Londonderry Biosolids SW 349 - Final.docx

TEL: 802-860-9400 • FAX: 802-860-9440 • mwaite@waiteenv.com • 7 Kilburn Street, Suite 301, Burlington, VT 05401
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POST-CLOSURE CORRECTIVE ACTION
PLAN
FORMER TOWN OF LONDONDERRY
BIOSOLIDS LAND APPLICATION SITE
SOLID WASTE ID-349
7060 VT-100
Londonderry, VT 05148
February 14th, 2022
Prepared for:
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street
South Londonderry, VT 05155
Attn: Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
Prepared by:

7 Kilburn Street, Suite 301
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 860-9400

WHEM Project #2020-38
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Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan
Former Town of Londonderry Biosolids Land App. Site (SW-349)
Town of Londonderry
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Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan
Former Town of Londonderry Biosolids Land App. Site (SW-349)
Town of Londonderry

1.0
INTRODUCTION
The Site is identified as the Former Town of Londonderry Biosolids Land Application Site (SW349), addressed as 7060 VT-100, Londonderry VT 05148. The Site is under the ownership and
care of the Town of Londonderry.
The primary objective of this Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan is to: identify the contaminants
of concern, long-term groundwater monitoring points, and performance standards for the
implemented corrective actions – long-term groundwater monitoring.
1.1
Site Information & Abutters
The subject property is located at 7060 Vermont Route 100, in Londonderry, VT (43.24507 N,
72.79102 W). Property owner information is listed in the table below:
Owner

MAILING ADDRESS

Town of Londonderry
Attn: Shane O’Keefe Town
Administrator

100 Old School Street, South
Londonderry, VT 05155

PHONE #
802-824-3356,
ext. 5

EMAIL
townadmin@londonderryv
t.org

The Site is situated on ±40-acre property (SPAN # 357-110-23237) that currently operates as the
Town of Londonderry Recycling & Transfer Station. The Site is more aptly characterized as the
Upper Field (FLN0101), situated along the West River and where the land application of biosolids
formerly occurred under SW-349. No buildings or structures are present on-Site. The Site has no
current identified use; a solar array is proposed on the Upper Field.
Based on visual inspection and map review, the abutters to Site property are as follows:
▪ North: Agricultural Land – Mark & Gari Fischer
▪ East: Chaves Londonderry Gravel Pit, LLC
▪ South: Undeveloped Land – Jeffrey Yrsha
▪ West: West River immediately; Riverside Farm COA – Frank Petralito Trust
2.0

CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL

2.1
Historical Land Use
The Site formerly operated as a biosolids land application site (SW-349), with biosolids applied to
the Upper Field (FLN0101) & Lower Field (FLN0102). Please reference the Site Plan in Appendix
A for former-application field locations and monitoring well locations.
2.2
Environmental Testing History, Sources and Contaminants
WHEM reviewed the Vermont Environmental Research Tool [1] and the Vermont Agency of
Natural Resources Atlas [2] and found no new material of environmental concern pertaining to
this Conceptual Site Model (CSM). Previous environmental investigation (Jan 2020) of reported
low-level polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) detections in Lower Field soil & with PFAS
non-detect in monitoring well MW-5, located downgradient of the Lower Field. However,
January 2022
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Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan
Former Town of Londonderry Biosolids Land App. Site (SW-349)
Town of Londonderry

monitoring well MW-3, situated in the center of the Upper Field, reported elevated levels of PFAS
(85.8 ng/L), above the Vermont Groundwater Enforcement Standard (VGES; 20 ng/L).
Additional Investigation (May 2020) was pursued, and involved sampling monitoring well MW3, along with the Riverside Farm COA water supply well, situated east of the Site and across the
West River (See Site Plan, Appendix A). PFAS was non-detect in the Riverside Farm COA water
supply well, but PFAS was detected above the VGES in MW-3 at the highest Site concentration
to date (265.9 ng/L).
In response to the elevated PFAS Detections, one (1) additional downgradient compliance point
monitoring well (MW-6) was installed along the eastern property boundary, near the West River,
and groundwater monitoring for PFAS was conducted (July 2021) at compliance point monitoring
wells. PFAS was non-detect in MW-4 & MW-5, situated down gradient of the Lower Field,
suggesting the lower field is not a source of Site PFAS impacts. MW-3 (central Upper Field) and
MW-6 (downgradient of Upper Field) reported PFAS detections above the VGES.
Notably, both MW-3 & MW-6 reported detections of the same PFAS and shared remarkably
similar distributions of detected PFAS; MW-3 reported the highest PFAS concentration for the
monitoring round (188 ng/L). PFAS results suggest that the Upper Field is a source area of Site
PFAS impacts with PFAS impacted groundwater observed to have migrated downgradient as
evidenced by VGES exceedance at an eastern compliance point monitoring well (MW-6).
2.3
Geologic and Hydrogeologic Setting
Bedrock mapping [3] indicates the Site is underlain by Bondville metadacite and trondhjemite
gneiss, Laurentian Basement rock described as light-gray to whitish-gray, fine-grained biotite
trondhjemitic gneiss, locally containing abundant magnetite. Surficial geological mapping [4]
indicates the Site is underlain by horizontally bedded glaciofluvial gravel, with spillway or valley
train gravel in stream valleys. Site former application fields are primarily mapped [5] as Colton
Gravelly Sandy Loam, with the portions of the Site along the River mapped as Rumney Fine Sandy
Loam, frequently flooded.
Soil Boring Logs from MW-6 (installed July 2021), characterizes Site soils 0-50 in. below the
ground surface (bgs) as brown very-fine to silty Sands underlain by fine Sand grading to medium
Sand with inclusions of fluvial gravel and cobbles.
Groundwater flow is inferred to flow south-southeast along and towards the West River. MW-3 is
identified as the Site upgradient well with a calculated groundwater elevation of 1162.39 ft. AMSL
with MW-5 reporting the lowest groundwater elevation of 1155.22 ft. AMSL (July 2021
Groundwater data). The horizontal hydraulic gradient (MW-3 – MW-5) is calculated to be 0.0082
ft/ft or 0.82%. Please reference the Site Plan in Appendix A, depicting groundwater flow.

January 2022
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2.4
Contaminant Fate and Transport
Residual PFAS identified in Site groundwater above VGES, is attributed to the former application
of PFAS-impacted biosolids onto the Upper Field. Following application of PFAS-impacted
biosolids, PFAS likely adsorbed to organic matter present in the surficial lithology and/or was
transported by infiltrating precipitation down to the groundwater aquifer. Based on known
groundwater flow, PFAS impacted groundwater would migrate downgradient to the southsoutheast towards and/or along the West River.
2.5
Sensitive Receptors
Groundwater is known to be impacted by PFAS and is considered an impacted sensitive receptor.
The Riverside Farm COA bedrock water supply well is the only drinking water source within a
0.25-mile radius of the Site; the water supply is situated cross-gradient of the source area and
previous PFAS testing reported non-detect for PFAS. Nonetheless, the potential for PFASimpacted groundwater to migrate and impact the drinking water source, is a potential exposure
pathway of concern and the Riverside Farm COA drinking water source is identified as a potential
sensitive receptor.
3.0

POST-CLOSURE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN

The plan was prepared in response to VT DEC requests made in a letter: RE: Town of
Londonderry; Solid Waste ID-349; Results and Response to PFAS Testing, dated November 10th,
2021. The objectives of the post-closure CAP were to (1) identify long-term groundwater
monitoring points for annual and biannual sampling, and (2) identify the contaminants of concern
and provide performance criteria for evaluating post-closure monitoring activities. This PostClosure CAP has been prepared in accordance with §12-607(c)(2)(A)(i—xii) of the Vermont
Groundwater Protection Rule & Strategy (GWPRS) and provides a long-term groundwater &
drinking water monitoring strategy, the selected corrective action.
3.1
Groundwater Compliance Points
The compliance boundary for groundwater standards is 300 feet downgradient from the edge of
the land-application area (§12-603(d)(2)(c), GWPRS July 2019). Monitoring wells: MW-4, MW5, and MW-6 are the proposed Site groundwater compliance points. Monitoring wells are proposed
to be sampled on a biannual basis, with the spring event to be conducted in May and the fall event
to be conducted in October. WHEM believes that the proposed compliance points and monitoring
frequency will provide usable groundwater data for compliance evaluations, and the monitoring
design affords the evaluation of the VGES at the downgradient property boundary.
3.2
Groundwater Monitoring
PFAS are the identified contaminants of concern, with documented impacts to Site groundwater.
Previous environmental investigation has not identified any additional contaminants of concern
and groundwater is the only Site environmental media impacted by PFAS in excess of enforcement
standards. All PFAS analytical results reported under this Post-Closure Corrective Action Plan
January 2022
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are compared to the Vermont Groundwater Enforcement Standard (VGES) for PFAS, as listed in
APX 1 – Table 1: Groundwater Enforcement Standards, Vermont Action Levels, and Preventative
Action Levels, of the Vermont Groundwater Protection Rule & Strategy, adopted July 6th, 2019.
Please reference the tables in Appendix B for historic groundwater quality data and Appendix C
for complete laboratory reports. WHEM proposes the collection of groundwater samples in general
accordance with the following Standard Operating Procedures:
•

WHEM SOP #3: Monitoring Well Installation

•

WHEM SOP #4: Water Level Measurement

•

WHEM SOP #11: Low-Flow Sampling – Peristaltic Pump

•

WHEM SOP #22 Monitoring Well Sampling for Perfluorinated Compounds

Prior to low-flow sampling a water-level probe will be used to collect depth to groundwater below
top of casing (BTOC), and total depth, from monitoring wells: MW-3 (Water Level Only), MW4, MW-5, MW-6. Compliance point monitoring wells: MW-4, MW-5, and MW-6 will be sampled
under low-flow methodology. A peristaltic pump connected to dedicated High-Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) tubing will be used to purge water from the well at a constant discharge rate
of 200 mL/min. Purged well water will be delivered to a flow cell connected to a YSI multiparameter probe monitoring geochemical parameters (Temp, DO, SPC, pH, ORP, & Turbidity),
recorded at 3-minute interval until the monitoring well reaches stable conditions or is purged for
at least an hour, whichever comes first. Thereafter, the sampler will don new nitrile free gloves
and collect the sample in approved sample containers (i.e., 250ml HDPE bottles). Following
collection, groundwater samples will be directly placed on ice and delivered under Chain of
Custody (COC) procedures to Alpha Analytical Laboratories, Mansfield, MA. All groundwater
samples will be analyzed using EPA Method 537 [Modified] for 24 PFAS compounds.
3.3
Groundwater Performance Standards
Long-term groundwater monitoring of PFAS is the selected corrective action. No engineered
controls have been installed or are proposed to influence Site PFAS groundwater concentrations,
and natural attenuation is the only identified mechanism that may result in a decrease of Site PFAS
impacts. WHEM has prepared the following table detailing performance standards that need to be
met for the Site to reduce groundwater monitoring frequency and file for Site Closure. The table
is to be implemented in order from top to bottom, with compliance points to meet or exceed the
performance criteria of the prior step to move toward the next step. Once the final criteria are met
(Step #3), WHEM will file for a Site Management Activities Completed (SMAC) designation. The
SMAC request will be accompanied by a Notice to Land Records (NLTR), which will serve a Site
institutional control documenting any residual PFAS groundwater impacts in the Upper Field
Source area (vicinity of MW-3). Sampling MW-3 is not proposed at this time, as the proposed
institutional control would document any residual contamination in the Upper Field Source Area.
If the PRP would like to attempt to close the Site without an NLTR then WHEM will file an
January 2022
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Addendum to this Post-Closure CAP, detailing a sample methodology for MW-3 and performance
criteria that need to be met for Site Closure without an institutional control.

Table: Groundwater Performance Standards for Site Closure [SW-349]
STEP

Performance
Standard

Criteria

Criteria Failed

Criteria Passed Monitoring Modification

#1

PFAS: 20 ng/L:
cumulative sum
of the five (5)
regulated PFAS:
PFOA,
PFOS,
PFHxS, PFHpA,
PFNA

Continue
biannual
monitoring at
groundwater
compliance
point(s)
that
are not-eligible

Monitoring frequency at the
eligible compliance point(s)
reduced to annual, to be
conducted during Spring
sampling.

#2

PFAS: 20 ng/L:
cumulative sum
of the five (5)
regulated PFAS:
PFOA,
PFOS,
PFHxS, PFHpA,
PFNA

Continue
annual
monitoring at
groundwater
compliance
point(s)
that
are not-eligible

Monitoring terminated at
the eligible compliance
point(s),
but
eligible
compliance point(s) are to be
preserved until Site Closure
and Well Abandonment is
authorized by VT DEC

#3

PFAS: 20 ng/L:
cumulative sum
of the five (5)
regulated PFAS:
PFOA,
PFOS,
PFHxS, PFHpA,
PFNA

For biannual compliance
point(s): PFAS reports
below the VGES at an
identified groundwater
compliance point(s) (MW4, MW-5, MW-6) for two
(2) consecutive biannual
monitoring events.
For annual compliance
point(s): PFAS reports
below the VGES at an
identified
groundwater
compliance point(s) (MW4, MW-5, MW-6) for two
(2) consecutive annual
monitoring events.
For Site Closure: PFAS
reports below the VGES at
all identified groundwater
compliance point(s) (MW4, MW-5, MW-6) for two
(2) consecutive annual
monitoring events.

Continue
monitoring
active
groundwater
compliance
point(s)
that
have not met
the
above
performance
standards.

File for Sites Management
Activities
Completed
Designation; Notice to Land
Records documenting any
Upper Field Source area
residual groundwater PFAS
impacts;
abandon
monitoring well network
following
VT
DEC
authorization.

3.4
Drinking Water Compliance Point & Monitoring
In order to evaluate the potential drinking water exposure pathway, WHEM will collect an annual
sample from the Riverside Farm COA water supply well, the only proposed drinking water sample
location; sampling access is subject to the property owner granting permission to sample. The
sample will be identified as “Special R001”, to be collected from the pool house southside spigot
(pre-treatment of water supply). WHEM staff will purge the sample point for 15-minutes to ensure
a representative raw water supply sample is collected. Following purge, WHEM will ensure no
suspected PFAS containing materials are present at the sample location and will don new nitrile
free gloves to collect the samples into the approved containers. Samples will be placed directly on
January 2022
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ice and delivered under a separate drinking water Chain of Custody to Alpha Analytical
Laboratories, Mansfield, MA. All drinking water samples will be analyzed using EPA Method
537.1 DW for 18 PFAS compounds.
3.5
Drinking Water Performance Standards
Long-term monitoring of the Riverside Farm COA water supply is a component of this Post-Closure
CAP, conditional on Riverside Farm COA granting permission to sample. WHEM will request access
to sample on an annual basis, and will include the Riverside Side Farm COA response in each annual
report. Riverside COA is to be monitored on an annual basis, to be conducted in tandem with the Spring
groundwater sampling event. All drinking water results will be evaluated against the VT DOH
cumulative Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for PFAS (20 ng/L) per, Table 6-1 - Contaminant
Standards, Vermont Water Supply Rule, revised March 7th, 2020. WHEMs last Points of Contact
(POC) for coordinating sampling events are below:
•

Tom Ettinger (Owner Representative) – Email: tettinger314@gmail.com

•

Mark Harmon (Property Manager) – Phone #: (802) 779-8188

Drinking water compliance points are proposed to be monitored on an annual basis, until the
following performance criteria are met, and the drinking water sample frequency is modified, as
presented in the table below.

Table: Drinking Water Performance Standards for Site Closure [SW-349]
STEP

Cumulative
MCL [Drinking
Water]

Criteria

Criteria Failed

Criteria Passed Monitoring
Modification

#1

PFAS: 20 ng/L:
cumulative sum
of the five (5)
regulated PFAS:
PFOA,
PFOS,
PFHxS, PFHpA,
PFNA

Continue
annual
monitoring
at
drinking
water
supply
(Riverside
Farm COA)

Change drinking water
sample frequency to
Biennial (every other
year)

#2

PFAS: 20 ng/L:
cumulative sum
of the five (5)
regulated PFAS:
PFOA,
PFOS,
PFHxS, PFHpA,
PFNA

For annual compliance
point(s): PFAS reports nondetect or below the
cumulative MCL at an
identified drinking water
supply (Riverside Farm
COA) for two (2)
consecutive annual
monitoring events.
For biennial compliance
point(s): PFAS reports nondetect or below the
cumulative MCL at an
identified drinking water
supply (Riverside Farm
COA) for one (1) biennial
monitoring event.

January 2022
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Previous sampling (May 2020) of the Riverside COA for PFAS was non-detect. However, if future
sampling reports detections of PFAS at or above the cumulative MCL, WHEM will contact the
VT DEC Site Manager, and inform them of the exceedances within seven (7) days of the laboratory
reporting date. WHEM will seek guidance on modifications to the drinking water sample
frequency and, if requested by the Site Manager, will submit an Addendum to this Post-Closure
Cap, recording any changes to the drinking water sample design. Note no data suggest that the Site
is impacting or directly threatens the Riverside COA water supply, and if PFAS is detected in the
Riverside Farm COA an Initial Site Investigation should firstly be conducted by the Potential
Responsible Party – Owner(s) of Riverside Farm COA – to rule out more proximate potential
PFAS sources.
3.6
Quality Assurance & Quality Control
As part of the quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) program, WHEM will collect one (1)
groundwater field blank sample (Spring & Fall), identified as “GW-Field Blank” at the start of the
groundwater monitoring event. The field blank sample will be delivered under the groundwater
chain of custody to Alpha Analytical of Mansfield, MA, for analysis of PFAS compounds via EPA
Modified 537-Modified. WHEM will also collect one field blank, identified as “DW- Field Blank”,
with the annual Riverside Farm COA water supply sample. The field blank sample will be
delivered under the drinking water chain of custody to Alpha Analytical of Mansfield, MA, for
analysis of PFAS compounds via EPA Modified 537.1 DW.
4.0

REPORTING

All laboratory analytical results will be sent to the VT DEC within seven (7) days of the laboratory
reporting date. A report, evaluating PFAS-trends in groundwater & drinking water results, will be
drafted on an annual basis, to be provided to the VT DEC within sixty (60) days of the October
monitoring event laboratory reporting date. The report will include updated maps, tables, and
provide recommendations for future Site groundwater & drinking water monitoring.

January 2022
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5.0

SCHEDULE & COST ESTIMATE

WHEM Proposes to commence groundwater & drinking water monitoring under this Post-Closure
CAP in May of 2022, with fall monitoring slated for October 2022.WHEM would be happy to
discuss the merits and limitations of this Post-Closure CAP. Please do not hesitate to call us if you
have any questions or concerns regarding this plan, we would be happy to answer them.
Sincerely,

Miles E. Waite, Ph.D., P.G.
Senior Hydrogeologist

Samuel P. Cowan
Staff Geologist

U:\Data\PROJECTS - WHEM\Londonderry Biosolids PFAS\Reports\Post Closure CAP - Longterm GW Monitoring\2022.02.14 - Report - Post
Closure CAP - Londonderry Biosolids SW 349 - Final.docx

6.0

REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hazardous Site Database (https://anrweb.vt.gov/DEC/ERT/Hazsites.aspx) and the VT DEC Spills
ANR Natural Resources Atlas (http://anrmaps.vermont.gov/websites/anra5/), the VT DEC
Vermont Geological Survey, 2011, Bedrock Geological Map of Vermont, Ratcliffe et al.
Surficial Geology. Paper files, 1:62500 Vermont surficial geology base maps (1956-1966) - digitized by
Stone Environmental, 2008.
Soils Layer, ANR Natural Resources Atlas (http://anrmaps.vermont.gov/websites/anra5/), the VT DEC
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State of Vermont
Department of Environmental Conservation
Waste Management & Prevention Division
1 National Life Drive – Davis 1
Montpelier, VT 05620-3704

AGENCY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

November 10, 2021
Attn. Shane O’Keefe, Town Administrator
Town of Londonderry
100 Old School Street
S. Londonderry, VT 05155
RE: Town of Londonderry; Sold Waste ID-349; Results and Response to PFAS Testing
Dear Mr. O’Keefe,
On September 20, 2021, the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) received a report titled,
“2021 Monitoring of PFAS in Groundwater” prepared for the Town of Londonderry and submitted by Waite
Heindel Environmental Management (WHEM) summarizing groundwater testing results from the former Solid
Waste Management Facility certified for the land application of stabilized septage located off Vermont Route 100
in Londonderry, Vermont. Testing results from groundwater monitoring wells MW-3 and MW-6, an established
compliance point, indicated detections of per- and polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) above the Vermont
Groundwater Enforcement Standard (VGES). Therefore, the Town of Londonderry must retain the services of a
qualified environmental consultant to conduct the following:
1) Within sixty (90) days from the date of this letter, submit to DEC a Post-Closure, Corrective Action Plan
addressing all requirements pursuant of §12-607(c)(2)(A)(i-xii) of the Vermont Groundwater Protection
Rule and Strategy (July, 2019). The plan should include:
a. A long-term monitoring strategy including routine sampling and analysis of groundwater at
compliance point wells MW-4, MW-5, and MW-6, beginning in spring 2022 with biannual
(spring/fall) sampling and analysis using modified method 537 or another appropriate method
with approval by DEC. The plan may include ongoing data review and evaluation of statistical
trend for PFAS concentrations at compliance points for proposed adjustments to monitoring plan.
b. Before October 31, 2022, conduct drinking water supply well sample collection from the
Riverside Condominiums located at 254 Boynton Road Londonderry, VT 05148 and coordinate
with an analytical laboratory for analysis using an approved drinking water method for PFAS.
All testing results must be submitted to DEC within 7 days of receipt from the laboratory.
We appreciate the Town’s continued effort to better characterize PFAS in groundwater at this site in order to
protect public health and the environment. Based on information obtained from continuing investigation, DEC
may require additional necessary action(s). Please contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Eamon Twohig, Manager, Residuals Management & Emerging Contaminants Program
C:

Matt Chapman, Division Director, Waste Management & Prevention Division

Regional Offices – Montpelier/Essex Jct./Rutland/Springfield/St. Johnsbury
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